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In the absence of the President, Hr Pawlak (Poland), Vice-preside~t, took the

chair.

The meeting was called to order at 3.15 p.m.

AGERlA ITEM 82 (continued)

DEVEWPMENT All) INTERNATIONAL EOONCMIC OO-oPERATlON,

(l) SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY FOR DEVEIDIMENT

(a) REPORT OF THE IN'lEROOVER~ENTAL <DtMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND 'lECHNOLOGY FOR
DEVEID1?MENT (A/44/37)

(b) DRAFT RiSOLUTIONS (A/U/37, para. 3, 1 (X»

The PRES mENT, I request the Rapporteur of the In tergovernmental

Comi ttee on Science and Technology for Development, Mr. James Mugume of Uganda, to

introduce the report of the Committee.

Mr. MUGUME (Uganda) (Rapporteur, Intergovernmental Cormnittee on Science

and Technology fo[' Development) I I have the honour, on behalf of the

Intergovernment~lCommittee Oh SCience and Technology for Development, to present

the :eport (A/44!31) on its tenth session, held from 21 1.ugust to

1 September 1989. In accordance with the procedu~es adopted by the Committee, the

tenth session had the benefit of early consultations on the part of the

menbers-elect of the Bureau.

May I, in this connection report to the Assembly that in compliance with the

Committee's reauest, the representative of the East European Regional Group, which

had aqreed to provide the chait'!r;anship of the eleventh session of the

Intergovernmental Committee, has just informed us that Mr. Baruch of

Czechoslovakia, Vice Chairman of the Czechoslovak Academy of Science, has been

nominated to serve as ChairlllM of the eleventh session of the Committee. It is our

hOpe that this early identification of the Chairman-designate of the

Intergovernmental Ccmmittee will make it possible for other members-designate of
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the Bureau to have early consultations on the preparations for the eleventh session

of the ~ommittee, scheduled to be held in 1991. The system of early identification

of the members-eleet of the Bureau has proved to be very effective not only in

preparing sessions but also in ensuring continuity of the Committee's work.

On the repott itself, it will be noted that the substantive theme taken up by

the Commi ttee for this year relates to the end-of-decade review of the

implementation of the Vienna Programme of Action. As we during the commemora tive

meeting this morning, the Intergovernmental committee was called upon to review the

problems encountered in the implementation of the Pr09ramme as well as the progress

achieved in integrating science and technology for development. It was a session

tha t was characterized by substan tive discuss ion and by a sense of set iousness and

dedication on the part of all member States represented on the Committee.

The Committee had as a basis for its discussion very important documentation,

including the report of the Secretary-General on the end~f-decade review of the

implementation of the Vienna Programm of Action as well as documents on matters

related to the end-of-decade reView. The latter included the reports on the

evaluation of the Advance TeChnology Alert System (ATAS), the report of the

Advisory Committee on Science and Technology for Development on its eighth session,

and the background paper on the state of science end technology for development in

the world entitled ·Options for the Futurew• The Committee was fUlly informed of

regional and interregional meetings of experts held in four different regions of

the developing countries, as well as an inter regional meeting held in the Federal

Republic of Germany, in preparation for the review by the Committee. The report of

the Secretary-General summarizes the findings of these meetings as well
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Science and Technology for
Development)

as other input relati~ to the implellW!ntation of the Vienna Programne of Action,

including the main thrust of the contributions of the United Nations system to the

ImplellW!nta ticn of the ProgramllW!.

After years of search for an effective and appropriate approach, the COl1lllittee

has decided to orient its future work to the mainstream of issues dealt with by the

General Assembly, utilizing technology assessment as its method of analysis.
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In this connection it has chosen as a substantive thene for its next session

·ways a~d means of ensuring the participation of developing countries in

international co~peration for research on and development of environmentally sound

technalogies~ and the rapid and effective transfer of such technologies to those

countries-.

This and other aspects referred in the end-of-decade review of the

implement~tionof the Vienna Programme of Action are reflected in the draft

resOlution on pages 2 to 8 of the report of the Committee.

After a series of laborious consultations by those concerned~ including the

various groups represented on the Conmittee~ the Committee adopted the text by

consensus. The Committee therefore strongly recommends the text to the Assembly

for adoption.

The PRESIDENT, I should like to propose that the list of speakers in the

debate en this item be closed today at 4 p.m. '1'herefore~ I. recruest those

representatives who wish to participate 1n the debate to put their names on the

list as soon as possible.

It was so decided.

Mr. MUSA ~AM (Malaysia), On behalf of the Group of 77, I wtsh first to

thank Mr. James M.lgu., Rapporteur of the tenth sess ion of the Intergovernmental

Oo_i ttee on Science and Technology for Development, for presenting the report.

Ten years after the Vienna Conference the world is still faced with a profound

parad:)x. Owing to the advances in new technologies, such as m1croelectronicB,

inforatlm technol09ies IIld biotecl.,nology, millions t)f people living in

industrialized societies enjoy unprecedented levels of material well-being. At the

sa. ti., billions of people inhab!tlng the developing regions are engaged 1n an
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epic struggle for survival and sustenance. While some countries are moving towards

knowledge and i~formation-based societies, most remain pre-indnstrial economies.

As we enter the tenth year since the adoption of the Vienna Programme of Action on

Science and Technology for Development, developing countries still find themselves

continually left behind in the advancement of technological innovations, thus

widening the scientific and technological gap between the develupea and the

developing countries.

It is now generally accepted that the high expectations of the Vienna

Programme of Action on Science c~d Technology for Development have not

materialized. While saying this, however, it would be a grievous mistake not to

differentiate between the Programme and its implementation, or to belittle its

enormous accomplishments. It was the Vienna ~rogramme of Action that brought the

SUbject of science and technology into the international limelight and raised the

level of consciousness of Member States on this important issue. Until th~n, it

W&S the prevailing view that science and technology wore best subsumed in sectors

such as agriculture, industry and health. There was no recognition of its

potentiality for singular application as an explicit instrumentality. Furthermore,

it was also widely believed that the generation of science-based technologies was

best left to the industrialized countries and that developing countries should be

content with technological importation and'adaptation only.

It was the Vienna Conference that put out the clear message that science and

technology ~ere too important to be subaumed as implicit components of

subject-oriented sectors and that they were also too crucial and strategically

important to be developed exclusively in the industrialized countries. no amount

of technological access to and transfer from the developea countries could be a

substitute for the process of creating and strengthening the endogenous scientific
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ana technt\logical capacities of developing countries. The ae••age of Vienna 18

parhaps IRore important,. 'laUd and critical now than in 1979. More than ever

before, modern technologies constitute powerful tools which, if properly controlled

and chahnelled, could previde an important stimulus to accelerated growth and

developaent.

The Group of 77 is clearly mindful of the tremendous global changes that have

taken place during the last decade. It is equally cognizant of the host of

different and more complex problems that such changes have engendered in their

wake. The solution to the problems requires fresh thinking, ~ith bold and

lmaginative ideas. Many developing countries ate confronted with crippling debt

problems which a£e undermihing the very viability of their societies. While recent

plans and proposals to reduce the debt burden are welcomed and need to be further

refined and extended, the contribution that modern technology can make to improving

the economic and industrial competitiveness of indebted developing countries so as

to enhance their expoct potential and enable them to reduce their overall external

debt needs to be further studied.

The impact of technological change on international trade, the shift in the

competitive po~ltions of countries in manufacturing and trade ftnd the ~ising

importance of technology as a determinant of the relative positions of countries in

the world economy are issues to be considered within the broader context of the

role of science and technology in the development process. New technologies pose a

challenge as well as provide an opportunity to the international community.
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There Is now a broad international consensus on the importance of safeguar~ing

the environment. While the organic link between the abject pove~ty of many

developing countries and the safeguarding of the environment will be discussed 1n

the context of the convening of the confe~enee on environment and development in

1992, it ls appropriate that the issue of the participation of developing countries

in international co-operation on research and on the development of environmentally

sound technologies, and the rapid and effective transfer of such tech~ologies on

fair and favourable terms, he highlighted. The Group of 77 wishes to point out

that there should be no barriers to the transfer of technology to the developing

countries and that there should be preferential access to technology. Patent

rights, copyrights and intellectual property ri~hts ~hould not stand in the way of

development at this time, when there is a dire neeu for the developing countries to

revitali,,~ their economic growth and development.

The Group of 77 has said repeatedly that the safeguarding of environment and

development should not become additional conditionality. There can be no doubt of

'the need to safeguard the fragile ecosystem of planet Earth and there is no dispute

either on the need to develop energy-efficient and environmentally sound

technologies. But it is equally manifest that the cost of developing such

tec~nologies should he borne where they belong, namely by the industrialized

countries, whose policies and actions have largely contrihuted to the present

condition. At a time when many developing countries are unable to meet their

survival needs it would be unfair to expect them to meet the commercial cost of

developing and obtaining access to those technologies. It is fitting that the

Intergovernmental Committee on Science and Technology for Development has chosen

this subject aR its substantive theme for its ~leventh session and we do ~ope that
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the Centre for Science and Technology for Development, in consultation "ith the

relevant bOdies of the United Nations system, will prepare a comprehensive and

analytical report that can serve as a basis for consideration by the

Intergovernmental Committee.

I should now like to refer to 3nother creation of the Vienna Conference which

we consider to be extremely important, that is, the est~blishment of the financial

arrangements for the various programmes on science and technology for development.

It is alBo necessary on this occasion to highlight the fact that it was largely the

failure to establish the long-term financing system in the financing arrangements

that contributed to the widespread feeling of disappointment with the

implementation of the Vienna Programme of ltction. The agreement to establish the

financing system was the centrepiece of the Vienna consensus. That financinCj has

now dwindled to a small fund within the United Nations Development Programme

(UNDP), and its very existence is now heing threatened. The Group of 77 strongly

believea that the United Nations Fund for SCience and Technology for Development

should be ma1.iit,dned as an identifiable entity. The Fund and the Centre should

establish a close and otCjanic workinCj relationship so a~ mutually to reinforce each

other's competence and responsibilities. ParticuLar attention should also be paid

to the needs of the least developed countriQs, whos~ science and technology remain

at a rudimntary level and which continue to be left behind the mainstream of the

world community in all efforts.

In oommemora~ing the tenth anniversary of the adoption of the Vienna PtOCjtamme

of Action the tine has cone for the international comlllJnity to acknowledCje the

process of endogenous scientific and technological development in developing

countries as one of the major developmental objectives of the 19909. While the
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prlaary responsibility rests with the developing countries themselves, it is

equally ..nifeat that this process requires strong and sustained international

support, not only in terlls of resources but also in access to awanced technologies

and their assimilation. Endogenous capacity-huilding hy no means presupposes

technological self-sufficiency. ~ essential cQlllponent of endogenous

capacity-building is technology assessllent, which would enable developing countries

to make an objective assessment of the full impact of emergiN;l technologies so as

to adopt appropriate policies to maXimize their benefits and minimize their ris~s.

The role of the United Nation9 system in this challenging endeavour is

pivotal, not only in terms of the quantum of resources that it channels into

developing countries in this area but also, more strategically, in terms of the

catalytic effect and credibility. The United Nations needs to he in the vanguard

of the efforts required to huild and sustain the endogenous capacities of

developing countries and to ensure that the scientific and technological potentials

in the world are channelled to the benefit of the developing world. The

formulation of the international development strategy for the fourth development

d!!cade and ttle forthcoming special session of the General Assembly on revitalizing

economic gr~th provide a partiCUlarly suitahle opportunity to integrate the

dimens tono of technological change into the mainstream of macro-economic management.

The Group of 77 is pleased by the adoption by consensus, at the last session

of the II~ter90vernmental C:.~!:.I.I!littee, from 21 August to I September 1989, of the

draft resolution on implementation of the Vienna Progtamme of Action an SCience and

Technology for: Development. The Intergovernmental Committee on Science and

Technology for: Development recommended that the said draft resolution be conaidered

for adoption at this session of the General Assembly. The Group of 77 looks

forward to Us &doption.
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In concluaion, the Group of 11 vish.a to reaffic. the contlnu~ validity of

to strengthen the endogenous scientific and tecbnological capacity of developing

count~ies. to reatructure inte~national science end technology ~elatlons, to

stren9tben tbe role of the United Nations .ystem in the field of science and

technology, and to provide increased financial resou~ces.

I

.. I
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The Group of 71 fully supports the activlU." of the United Natione centre foC'

SCience and TeChnology for Develos:aent, the Advisory eo_Ut.,., and the United

Nations Fund for Science Ind Technology. They havel indeed _de iaportlnt

contributiQns to the develoF8ent of developing countries. The Group of 17 would

"lab to ae. the. continue thoir good VOrk.

Last but not least, the Group .of 11 would like to expreae iu appreciation to

the pC'eaent me! forMr _Illbers of the Advisety COIIIIi tttte on Science lInCS 'l'ecbnolo9Y

for Development foC' the i.portant declaration entitled -The iaperative of social

innovation- issued in conjunction with the tenth anniversary of the Vienna

Mr. PlJt£ (Yugoslavia). The representative of Malaysia has just outlined

the general views of the Group of 71 on science and technolow and on the

i_plementation of the Vienna Prograaae of Action, .y delegation fUlly shares those

v'lews.

I should like also to thank our Rapporteur for his introduction of the

The obseruance of the tenth anniversary of the United Nations COnference on

Science and Technology for Development is .. exceptional opportuni ty not only to

~eview the implelllenutton of the Viennll PrograRll\e of Action but also to consider

t..he impact of sci~nce and technology on dttvelopment at large _d on the relative

positions of the developed and the developing countries in international econo~ic

r,ala tions.

The unprecedented advanc~s in science and technology in the last 10 years have

widened instead of reducing the great gap hetween the technological capacity of the

highly industrialized world and that of the developing countries. It i8 therefore
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spite of their efforts, and for a varIety of ~M.ons - not least the lack of

a_ute financial resources - to fulf U their respective role••

-rh. level ...,f teehnologlc.l pr09res. acbievd in the ditvelope4 world 1= tMyond

the I'''~ of developing countries, particularly 1n respect of ftev met e.rg1"9

technologies. It i1l cbY ious that the .xi.tinCJ pattern of sctent! fie and

~chna109ical co-oPftrat~ hM to be dtangect. Patent rights, copyrights and

intellectual property r1CJhtB have to be Viewed In the light of the .orld's

d.iainiahinCJ relources _et the fact ~at the environlllnt can no longer sustain

traditional ways of develo~Gnt. Dlv.lop1ng nations are awaro that the application

of n_ technologies to productive purpose. 1e iapera tive if soWtd envlron-.nt and

sustainable developaent are to be parstled.

Experience with the iaple..ntat~n of the Vienna Progra... and the scientific

and technological gap betwe.. the developed md the developing countf1_ in a world

of growing interdependence and integration C&ll for reneve4 efforts to secure the

The Ninth Conference of Hea~ of State or Gov.fnaen~ of Non-A11;ne4 COUntrie.

devoted exceptional attenUon, 1n a sepafate docullltftt, to science and technology .s

a propulsive factor of deve16p!i1ent and c~anCJe. The docu..nt pointed Otlt that no

s1gnl ficm\t progress had braen _de in the cr. t10n of condi tions for the rapid

dlveloplent of scientific and technolOCJical potentlcls in developing countrie.. It

alao expressed conea"n that the transfer of science md technolow to c:1eve]oping

countries ~8 .low and inadequate. Developing countries, particularly the least

,I
----------.:..._--~
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develope~, need extensive international support for their national efforts to

est6blish, strengthen and develop their scientific and technological basis as well

ae for their broad integration in international co-operation in this field.

It therefore seems to us that all countries should act together to ensure that

achievements in science and technoLogy find speedier application in developing

countries. It is difficult to speak of economic, social an~ ecological problems

Ind at the same time not recognize the imperative need for the universal transfer

of technology. For let me recall that immediately after the discovery of the polio

vaccine President Eisenhower solemnly announced that the formula for its production

and information on the way it should be administered was to be made available to

011 countries, thus facilitating the universal application of a universal drug.

Could this noble example not serve as a fitting model for the disperson of

scientific and technological achievements in the field of health, food, agriculture

or environment, for instance, to those who are ia need of them - just as children

acrOS3 the world were in need of the polio vaccine?

Mr. DING Yuanhong (China) (interpretation from CL.nese): First, I wish

to congratulate Ambassador Garba on his election as President of the current

session of the General Assembly. It is the hope of the Chinese delegation that

under his outstanding guidance the session will be crowned with ~mplete success.

To mark the tenth anniversary of the Vienna Programme of Action, the General

Assembly held a symposium during that session that was attended by some eminent

personages and Ecientists. The Secretary-General and Mr. AbduB Salam also honoured

the sYmPOsium with their presence and with important statements. It was very

meaningful for the United Nations to hold that kind of function.

Now I wish to take this opportunity to make some observations on the report of

the tenth session of the Intergovernmental Committee on Science and Technology.
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The Vienna Programme of Action came into being 10 years ago, at a critical

historical juncture in ~orld developments. That was because, with the rapid

development of such new ~cientific fiel~s as micro-electgonic technology,

information technology and bio-technologYi the environment on which the human

existence depended had ~un to undergo profound changes in the 1970s. Thp.

economic and social structures of the world have also changed~ So have the ~ays of

life and thinking of the people. Along with new opportunitiesi mankind is faced

with great challenges. The United Nations Conference on Science and Technology for

Development, held 10 years 8go in Vienna, formulated the Vienna Programme of Action

and coined the important cor.cept of science and technology for developmsnt.
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In retrospe~, it was undoubtedly 'l move that Showed vision. It led to the

establishment within the United Nations system of scientific and technological

bodies, such as the Intergovernment3l Committee, which have organized a large

nUmber of activities on science and technology at both the international and the

regional level.. More than 100 technology-aid projects have been offered to the

developing countries. These, to varying degrees, have helped to improve the

indigenous scientific and technological capabilities of these countries and

provided new opportunities for scientific and technological exchanges and

co-operation between North and South. All this helps people to understand better

that in the present-day world economic progress must he based on scientific and

technological ~dvancement, which, in turn, should be geared to the promotion of

economic development. Only in this way can sust~ined and co-ordinated dev~lopment

of the economy, society and science and technology be promoted.

Of course, we should recognize that the implementation of the Programme of

Action is not entirely satisfactory. This is a matter about which the delegates of

many countries expressed concern at the tenth session of the Intergovernmental

Committee. Although the d,veloptng countries have made tremendous efforts over the

past decade to promote science and teChnology for development, the result has

fallen far short of their expectatf~ns. There are many reasons for this, but the

major reason is the failure of some developed countries to fulfil their

commitments, which failure led to insufficient funding for the science and

teChnology projects under the Programme of Action.

In the report of its tenth session the Intergovernmental Committee made a

realistic assessment of its own performance, as well as that of the Committee on

Science and Technology for Development and the Fund for SCience and Technology for

Development, and set some new work requirements.. Over the years the

Intergovernmental Committee and the Centre have done a lot of useful work in
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•••i.ting Member State. to implttment the Program. of Action. They have

co-ordlnat~d the .clentlfic and technological actlvltie. within the Unlt~ Nations

avat_, and, eapeciaUy, provided policy guidance, acedamic evaluation• .,d

t.chnlcal forecasting for the developing countries. we ate of the view that, as an

important for'I" for United Nationa eSl.culIllon of ilcue. l'elatift9 to Ict.nee and

technology and to development in our time., not only ahould the Intergovernmental

ComIIlittH continue to exilt •• an. independent hOdy, but its role .hould ba

atrengthened. We propose that the Committee should carry out technical evaluetion,

1n ,. ••lective manner, of .uah glohal i ••ue. related to Icl.nee anI! technology ..

rational utili.ation of re.ourcea and protection of the environment, help the

CSe"sloping countdea to improve their abiUty to forecllt, Md adapt to, global

development8 1n the field of Iclence and teChnology, make contribution. to the

international developlllOnt atrategy for the fourth Uni.tea Natioftl develop.nt decade

and to the .peclal ....1on of the Gtner~l Alsembly devoted to lnternaticnal

eoonOlllio co~perat1on, IIld endeavour to promote the incorporation of aclenee and

technology In the macro..concmic pollciea of, and management by national

Govern.nu Mc! the lnclullon of an item IfJntitled ·Science and technology for

development- in the agenda ef the General Ae••Bbly.

in recent yeaflll, the Puncll for Science and. Technology for Developilllnt has had

some impre.sive succe•• in helping the doveloping countriee to nacrow the

North-South gap In the field of .clenCCl cnd technology by overcoming the ahortago

of funds. In this way it ha. won the appreciation of many d1\?eloping countde&.

It .hauld be polnted out 1n particular that the work of the rund hae • di.tincUve

oh;araeterl it 18 different from the technical activitie. of the United Nations

Development Programme (UNDP)o Thi. i. beeau.e the rund, 9uided by the polici•• of

the Intergovernmental Committ.e, focu.e. on activitie. dtaigned to enhance the

endogenoue capaclty of developing countdslI in the field of lJc1enee Md
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technology. Ita goal 18 the creation of better 8clence .." technology

infrastructure. that will provide long-terM economic benefits, vbile, in contra.t,

the _pha.ls of UNDP projects la on i.-dtate benefits.

We appreciate the deeiaion _de by the Intergovernmental Co_ltt.. at ita

tenth •••• ten to retain the Fund as an entit.y, aid we support the propo.al to

lncl_ In the agenda fo~ the next eo_tttH e••slon an item entitled ·financing

.cienee and technology for develop-ent-. Many developing countriea, inclUding

China, have Ninta1ned good co-operation with the rund. The Chine.e Gov.rna.nt

wUl continu. to glve the Fund as IlUch financial support .. it can.

'l\Io substantive draft resolutions were adopted by consensus at the ~nth

•••• ien of the Intergovernmental Committee and we believe it to be e••ential that

theM draft reaclutlona be implemented .ffectively. High-tech and ne....tech

develop.nt in recent years has widened even further the scientific and

teChnological gap between the developed and the dev.loping countries. In

particu16r, the adver•• external econolllc en"iron_nt has eer tously hampered the

ability of developing countries to promote ecienee and technology for development.

'lbday, vi th increuing world econollic interdependence, acience and technology for

development ehould be under.tood aa an tntegrated, multifaceted concept ~r the

COIIIIM develoPIIICnt of all mankind. It ia the ta8k of developing countries md the

obligation of developed countri•• to value appropriately and aupport science and

technology for develop_nt.

RevieWing the past and looking to the fUture, we believe that acience and

technology for develop.nt Mould be ha.ed pr1mat11y en the seU"reU,ance of every

country, and that Member Stat•• muat make thoir own choic•• in the light of their

developa.nt of the world economy and the advance.nt of Dcience and technology. At
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the sa- tille, scientific and technological co-operation and exchanges batween

States are indispensable, as ls external assistance. Patent rights, copyrights and

lntelleetual-property rights should not beco_ obstacles to the efforts of the

developing countries to proftlOte scientific, technological and econolllic progress.
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For historical reasons, tha developed countries possess over 95 per cent of

the world's scientific and technological capability. They should fulfil their

unshirkable responsibilities and obligations towards the world's common development

and the solution of global problems. That not only is in the interest of the

developing countries but will also serve the long-term interests of the developed

countries.

In recent years the United Nations has won acclaim fOr its efforts in settling

regional conflicts and pronoUng dialogue and a relaxa ticn of tensions. NmI it is

working extensively to improve the world economic situation. The Chinese

delegation hopes that the United Nations will also play a greater role in the

activities of science and technology for development.

Mr9 SCHIEGEL (German Denocratic Republic). There is a qeneral awareness

today th~t the use of science and technology is a decisive prereauisite for

economic developr.ent and social progress. That is true of all social sectors as

well as of all countries. National and international efforts should be combined in

order to muster the intellectual, material and financial potential needed to carry

out the rapidly growing tasks. SCientific and teChnological co-operation between

East, West md South at a high level and wi th a broad scope is one of the qreat

challenges of our time.

The Prograllllle of Action on SCience and Technology for Development, which was

adopted in Vienna in 1979, takes aCCOW'lt of that maxim. It has given useful

impetus to co-operation in thia field. Its _jor gu ideUnes for national

scientific policies and international strategies have not lost their relevance.

Th&t is true, first of all, of such long-term targets as the st~engtheningof the

scientific and technological capacities of developing countries, the restructuring

of the existing pattern of international relations in science and technology, the
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atrengthening of the United Nations role in science and technology, the training

and Qualification of nationals from developing countries, and the fUrther

develop.nt and u.. of information systeu for acience and technology.

It has become obvious that some progress has been made in that field. The

Intergovernmntal eo_ittee and the Centre for Science and Techno~9Y have proved

to be important forums of scientific and technological co-operation. They have

launched useful and rHUs tic ini tie tivea deeigned to improve the co-ordina tion of

scientific and technological activities in the United Nations system and to make

co-operation in implementing the Vienna Programme IIlOre effective. The recent panel

meeting of elll1nent persons on peace, development and the role of science and

technology is only one example of those activities.

However, it must a180 be noted that since the Vienna progra..e \fas adopted

nothing has really changed the disadvantaged post tion of developing cOWitrles vi th

regard to the application and use of science and technology. The uneausl status of

those countries has deter iora ted 1n many cas.s, oWi~~ not least to the aau tie cdsls

of their external indebtedness. Th. consider.ble net transfer of resources froa

developing countries, which ha baen going on for five years now, ha had a 8erioua

impact on their national, economic and oocial de'i'elopllent.. A decline in exp:»rt

income has reduced the developing countries' room !or action with regard to their

acce.s to Rcience and technology, t.t~.!Ilt is often accompanisd hy a down.rd trelid in

investment activities. It restricts or even hats the introduction of scientific

and technological innovations In developing countries.

At its recent tenth ses~icn the Intergovern..ntal COMitt. for:aulated further

tasks ~r scientific and technological co~peratlon in the 1990. within the

framework of the United Nation. system. we favour the intensification of
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International co-operation In this field, as vu also reafflr_d by the non-aligned

countries at their recent aummlt conference in Belgrade. We also support the

deJUnd that the International code of conduct en technology transfer be adopted

without delay. What ie indeed urgent ie that International IIClentlftc and

technological rela tlona mould beco_ IllOre stable, 110£'8 predictable Md IIOre

r~11able. All States must have eaual access to the new achievements of science and

technology, free frora any discrimination. 'rhe ll1prove.nt of international

relations 81ml1ar1y creates conditions for fre.h potentials that can be fUlly usod

for the further developnnt of scientific and technological co"'Ope:at1oil in the

1990s. That Includell the remval of obstacl.s that aria. from such out-moded

political aotlvee as the COCOM mechanism.

The present developaent of the world econol'l\' la _rked by an unprecedented

globaUa.tSCn of economic problems. They CM be solved only if the 1steet

scientific and technological achievements are used effectively and purpo.efully.

In Our vie." the growing mutual dependence of all States an lnternatlcma1 econolllc

8S well as scientific and teChnological relations Should be reflected more clearly

in the gulde11ne. for scientific and titchna10g1cal co-operat1cm within the united

Nations in the 19908. WOrld-wtda co~peratlcn in this field haa to take heed of

the Interests .et prob1e. of all parUe. involved.

We feel that it la of particular importanOG to give clue attention to the us.

Md application of 'AJtI ..d .lIIIrging fielas of ecience and technology. That

petential hall to be mobiliaed, in particular for the .ocial and econoaic progre••

of developing countries, taking account of their specific needs Md pecul1ari ties.

we therefore advocate that the Mvanee Technology Ale1ft Sy.telll be further improved

Md that technology 8.8e••nt be made .. effective instruant to advance
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develop_nt proce.ses. In that context, there should be grea ter focUII an the

social ele..nt in international cc~peratlon, including th~ systematic mobilization

and develop.nt of hu.an resources as the engine of 80C ial and economic as well as

of scientific and technological progress.

'the Ger... ne.,cratic Republic is devoting great attention to those

questions. The iaplementation of resolution 1989/120 concerning the development of

huaan resources - a resoluticm ampted by consensus, at the 1nl tia tive of the

GerMn Demcratic Republic, at the suJllfter session of the Economic and Social

COuncil this year - is of importance not least for the United Nations work in the

field of science and technology. Similar1y, the expert meeting on the assessment

of new md emerging fields of science and technology held in Berlin last year, in

co-operation with the United Nations Centre !Or SCience and Technology, is to be

considered in that context. We shall endeavour to pronote such activi ties of the

centre in the future as well.

History teaches U8 that science and technology can be used either to the

advantage or to the detd.nt of man. The span of tima to the turn of the

milleniu. is short. ~ make sure that mankind can survive it is necessary that

further decisiveaoticns be taken to eliminate the threat of a nuclear holocaUllt,

achieve disarmament, prevent an environmental d2saster, and overcome the worst

forllS of underdeve1Qpent.
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This is .11 the more necessary since disarmament would release resources which

could be used for the solution of all these global issues. The activities of the

United Nations in science and technology should be viewed in this context. The

United Nations and its Ment..ler States ate called upon to pave the way for ~ world of

peace and to use scientific and technological progress exclusively to that effect.

Mt. BE~COURTH (COlombia) (interpretation from Spanish). The

globalization of major international prohlems provides an excellent opportunity for

a multilateral effort to ensure that science and technology are effectively

directed towards the promotion of development, in order to obtain peace and

security for all nations and for future generations. The technological progress in

the world has obviously been used to pronote or increase military power. Now, at a

time of understanding and dialogue, we have a unique opportunity to ensure that the

whole force and power of technical and scientific capital is utilized to pronote

that aim of development.

During the tenth session of the Intergovernmental Committee on Science and

Technology for Development, we participated in a debate on the substance of this

matter. The basic theme was the end~f-decade review of the Vienna Progra~me of

Action. As is clearly stated by the Chairman of the Intergovernmental Committee in

the report before the Assembly.

-There was near unanimity that the high aspirations of the Vienna Conference

remain largely unfulfilled. None the less, the principsl focus of the Vienna

Programme of Action, which brought the dimensions of science and technology to

the forefront of the multilateral agenda, remains not only valid g but has

become more crucialo It seems clear, however, that g in spite of the validity

of the focus, the international community has yet to design the frane and
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mobilize the means and the wisdom to marshal the imraense power of mdern

science and technology for the good of human kind, particularly those who

inhabit the developing world.· (1+144/37, page v)

A favourable economic climate, a balanced environment, and the training of our

human resources to meet the technological challenge of the coming century are

fundamental t~uirements. Within this context, and in the light of present facts,

it is essen tial to give an importan t role to the Uni ted Ha tion~ and par ticularly to

the United Nations Centre for SCience and Technology, so that they can provide us

with an overall ~iew of the core elements and available optionsa

In ~egard to the environment - as we said in our statement to the Assembly on

24 October in reference to the conference on environment and development, to be

held in 1992 - the development of environmentally safe technologies is critical.

There can be no doubt that the future development of technology should lead to

relations in which our countries benefit from the effe~cive ·transfer of technology

within a just and favourable international economic climate. Since the

technological aspect is one of the factors most relevant to the environmental

challenge, the United Nations Centre for Science and Technolo9'l must be involved in

this IIBtter throughout the preparatory phase of th0 conference. What ls more, the

substantive the. chosen for the eleventh session of the Intergovernmental

Committee - nWays and means of ensuring the participation of developing countries

in international co-operation for research on and development of environnentally

sound technologies, and the rapid and effective transfer of such teChnologies to

the developing countries· - together with the report the Centre will present, could

lay the foundation for an entire process of teChnological exchanges during the

comir-.J decadeso
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When we speak of the technological challenge, we cannot but refer to the

i1lpOrtant role of foreign investment in our countries. The econoJl1c integration of

the industrialized world sbould contribute to a significant flow of resources into

aur countries, with no borders keeping out trade or information. That is why we

think that the role of the United Nations centre on Transnational Corporations is

of para~unt importance in this exchange of experience and in l!nhanclng OUt

countries' negoUa tir.cJ capacity.
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Finally, we hope that the aeeting of emlne"t persons that has been convened by

the Secretary-General to address the quetiol'i of peace, developaent and the role of

acience and technology, vUl put forward new al~rnat1ves for meetlNj the

~ilal1enge. that ve are confronting.

Mr. KARUKUBIRO-ItMtlNMWtRB (U)anda), The Repreaentatlve of Malaysia haft--
already stated the position of the Group of 77 on sClenoe and technology for

devel~ent. We fully share the vievs reflected in his statement afi Chairun of

the Group.

1en years ago, in Vienna~ the nations of the vorld reached a consensus on the

concept of science Md technology as a tool for develop_nt. The Vienna Programme

of Action articulated the basic covenants relating to tho restructuring of

international scientific and technological relations and the IIOh1Uzatlon of

sufficient r~souroes to build up the endogenous capacity of the developing

countries to choose, adopt, internalize ana utilize science and technology for

develo~ent.

As we approach the threshold of a nev decade and prepare Eor the twenty-first

century, ,. undoubtedly find ourselves at a cross-roads, facing the biggest

contracUe:tion of our time.. We hear of the aura of detente and the positive

fundamantal changes in international relation". We talk ahout the dawn of a period

ot. reduced tensions. We are daily reminded by thf4 newa media of the unprecedElnted

advances in scientific and technological Inn()o.1ations~ about block Qtlcet

integration, the globalization of financial markets u and, yes, about the microchip

revolu tion.

Paradoxically, 1n IIIny parts of the developing world, and in Afr1ca 1n

particular, ve hear about crises of heavy debt burden, increuing poverty and

excessive enVironmental degradation. Indeed the international econoaic, scientific

and technological climate as the 19908 apprClach continues to reflect the negative
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H~ can there be economic stagnation and regression in many parts of the world

in the face of spectacular techn~logical advances? What has caused the widening of

the technological gap between the developed and the developing countries? In other

words, what has undermined the aspirations of the framers of the Vienna Programme

of Action on Science and Technology for Development?

Science and technology have become the key area of comparative advantage and

the determinant of the relative competitiveness of countries and firms in both

productivity and internatioilal trade. The widening technological gap between the

developed and the developing countries has, therefore, been the fundamental cause

of the increasing marginalization of developing countries. Indeed, Africa's markQt

share in global trade has dwindled to barely 1.5 per cent.

The introdu~~ion of new materials and substitutes has left Africa clinging to

dwindling export revenues from commodities such as coffee and cocoa. Breakthroughs

in genetic engineering have made the peasant farmer look like a high-cost food

producer. New designs and products have created consumption patterns out of tune

with the production capabilities of many developing countries.

The advances in information technology and communications have created the

globalization of financial markets and new financial products. A whole new area of

tradable services has been created. The low level of technological development,

lack of adequate resources for research and development and insufficient credit

arrangements for innovative enterprises have meant that once again the African

continent will not behefit from critical technologies at the cutting edge of

development.

In many African countries lack of the scientific and technological

capabilities needed for the preservation and conservation of the environment and
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other national resources is now a major concern. The challenges of drought, soil

degradation and deforestation continue to bedevil the African continent. The

African farmer continues to rel~' on the hoe for shifting cultivation, friends and

relatives for harvesting and storage, and firewood for energy use.

1b achieve self-sustaining and environmentally sustainable development,

therefore, Africa will have to choose processes and technologies that increase

productivity with roinimm impact on our environment. Indeed, that is why African

countries, in the June 1989 Kampala deelaration on environment and development,

defined, inter alia, the following objectives at the national, subregional and

regional levels, first, the establishment of new regulatory measures for economic

incentives to strengthen research and development, and investment in technologies

for efficient renewable energy sources, such as biomass, solar and wind power and

hydro-power, secondly, the creation of gene-banks and biosphere reserves 90 as to

establish a link between natural reserves, protected areas such as tropical

forests, germ-plasm banks and bio-technology research centres, thirdly, the

development of desert! fication research to improve technologies on sand-dune

stabilization and select crop species, and, fourthly, the puttin9 in place of

legislative and regulatory measures, as well as training programmes, to align

industrial technologies with environmental objectives.

The fulcrum of the Vienna Programme of Action was the agreement to mobilize

resources to strengthen the endogenous scientific ~d technological capacities of

the developing countries at the national, subregional and regional levels. This

was intended to enable them to undertake research cnd decision-nlClking in policy

analysis, technology assessment, institution-building, and the creation of

subsystems for financing and promting technology acquisi tion.
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Indeed, we belie,.re that if our countries were enabled to bu Ud an end3genous

capacity to choose, assess and adopt scien~e and technology for development, Africa

would be in a position toa first, improve food production, processing and

distribution methods for local consumption, and competitiveness in international

trade, secondly, preserve the environment through control of deforestation, sol1

degradation, reduction of the effects of drought and the development of

environmentally sound technologies suited to local conditions, thirdly, revitalize

the rural areas by diversifying energy sources and introducing integrated aspects

into education, health, housing and higher productivity, and, fourthly, increase

their capability of detecting, analysing and destroying toxic, nuclear and other

hazardOus materftals.

We therefore believe that in creating a viable and self-sustaining endOgenous

capacity in science and technology the African countries shoUld focus on a number

of critical areas, including human=resources development, demand-driven research

and development, and the role of subreg ional and reg iona1 economic co-opera tion and

integration.

The relationship between science and technology and human resources

development has now been recognized. In cunent structural adjustment programmes,

however, in the desire to cut government deficits this critical factor has often

been overlooked. In order to build a science and technology cUlture, it is

important to invest in education and the improvement of human capabilities so as to

produce competi tiveness, skilled labour, and a knowledge-based employment and

management capacity. If agriculture in Africa is to be transformed into an

innovative and productive sector, the African farmer must be able to evaluate

information about improved teChnology and market opportunities.
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African countries have been increasingly marginalizad in the resources

invested in the training of scientists and facilities for research and

development. According to statistics of the United Nations Educational, Scientific

and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), in 1985 for example there were 1,500 seientists

per million Africans, while in NOrth America the figure was 126,000 per million

inhabitants. In 1980 expenditure, as a percentage of gross national product, on

research and experimental developnent was 0.3 per cent for Africa, 2.4 per cent for

North America and 4.6 per cent for the USSR. The debt crisis of the 1980s and the

adjustment pr.ogrammes supported ~ the International Monetary Fund (IMF) in Africa

have since aggravated the situation.

In building up research and development and other institutional arrangements

for science and technology, we must ensure the involve~nt and commitment of all

stake-holders. SCarce national resources cannot be efficiently utilized nor can

the research results be used to deal with development isGues if the far_rs,

entrepreneurs, bankers and legislators are not part of the process. The world and

universal truth on genetic engineering or biotechnology may be knowable to the

scientists. Such knowledge, however, will be useless to an African entrepreneu~ or

farmer if he cannot use it to develop new products or obtain pest- and

drought-resistant seeds and crops. SCientists, rural extension workers, national

media and credit managers, as well as product innovators, must be jointly involved

in national endeavours so as to establish a viable endogenous capacity.

We believe that the public and the priva te sectors can and should play

complementary roles in planning the administrative and institutional structures

necessary for an effective, efficient and self-sustaining scientific and

technological base. While the private sector could play a critical role in the
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develop1lllent, acquisi tion a'lcl adaptation of as well as trade in technology, clear

State policy guidance and investment are required at the macro-, meso- and

micro-levels. The Governnents of developing countries have a clear role to draw up

short- and long-term strategies for strengthening national data resources, ensuring

a proper relationship between technology and economic growth and welfare,

supporting research and development infrastructures, and negotiating for faic rules

of international co-operation.

The Vienna Programme of Action failed to create an effective transfer of

technology to the developing countries in the! 19009. That was largely due to a

lack of the political will to mobili~e the necessary financial resources for

science and technology. We believe that in reaffirming our commitment to the

Vienna Programme of Action we should not see it as a menu from which to pick and

choose. The need for viable financing arrangenents for science md technology

should be our major objective during the 1990s. Indeed, the 1990 United Nations

spec tal sess ion on the rev!taliza tion of growth and economic development, the

second United Nations conference on the least developed countries, in 1990, the

preparatory process of the fourth international development strategy, and the

United Nations conference on environment and development, in 1992, should offer

opportuni ties to take concrete action in this area.

Besides attempts at strengthening a coalition of resources within the existing

bilateral and multilateral development system, fresh and innovative thinking abOut

concrete and sUh9tantial financing arrangements will be required. We would prefer

access to markets and technology to enable us to increase our productivity and

process and market our commodities and products~ rather than more tied aid and food

aid. The discussion this morning with Nobel Prize winner Professor A. Salam and

his eminent friends was as refreshing as the new ideas it stimulated.
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Uganda followed closely the work of the tenth session of the Intergovernnental

Co1llni ttee for Science and Technology for Development, last August. We were

encouraged by a few of the recommendations now before the forty-fourth session of

the United Nations General Assell'bly for approval. The need for the

Secretary-General to IIDbilize adequate resources for an extension of pilot studies

on endogenous capacity-building at National and subregional levels cannot be

overemphasized. We hope the pilot projects will produce concrete proposals and

programmes for the implementation in the 1990s of the Vienna Programme of Action

for Science and Technology for Developnent.

We look forward to the recommendations by the Centre Dot Science and

Technology on ways and means of enabling AfricM countries to enhance their

capacity to assess new technologies, especially in new materials and processing of

raw 1Ili!lterials. We hope the study will be carried out in consultation with African

research institutions and various African policy-make~s. Efforts should also be

made to link such recommendations with the work currently being undertaken by the

Secretary-General's group of eminent personalities on African commodities.
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Mr. TANASIE (Romania) a Our consideration of sub-item 82 (1), "Science

and technology for development", which coincides with the tenth anniversary of the

adoption of the Vienna Programme of Action on this matter, gives us the opportunity

to emphasize once again the 9reat importance of science and technolo9Y for the

progress and prosperity of the contemporary world.

We should like to express our appreciation of the President's statement and

that of the Secretary-General on the role of science and technology for

development. We are pleased to note also the contributions made by the group of

endnent persons invited to Headquarters, ~ho expressed their readiness to consult

on peace, development and the role of science and technology in bringing about a

better world.

The wide promotion of science and technology and of the great scientific

discoveries of the last part of this century could have a decisive impact on the

social and economic development of all countries, the elimination of

underdevelopment and the advancement of mankind as a whole. Technological

development and economic growth are closely linked. FbI' that specific £eason we

share the opinion that science and technology should be brought into the mainstream

of social and economic thinking, planning and execution, both by Menber States and

by the United Nations. Technological achievements should be incorporated in the

pr:ocess of eQuitable economic growth, stability and world peace.

The eVOlution of international life proves the increasing awareness of the

importance of science and technology for development following the 1979 Vienna

Conference. Although the achievements of the 1980s have been far short of the

Objectives sought by the Vienna Programme of Action, the Programme has stood tbe

test of time remarkably well against the backdp:op of the difficult social and

economic landscape, as ~ae pointed out at this year's session of the

Intergovernmental Committee on Science and Technology for Development. It is a
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widely shared opinion that the inadecruate implementation of the Vienna Programlle of

Action should be attributed chiefly to the unfavourable conditions in the world

econcny during the currer.t decade and the lack of a genuine commitment to support

the science and technology sector in developing countries. On the other hand, we

see a paradox in the inc~easing role of science and technology in the daily lives

of Member Stat~s and the eroding support for multilateral co-operation in this area.

I take this opportunity to express my delegation's support for the demand of

the developing countries that they be provided with better conditions for the use

of the benefits of the high potential of science and technology for development.

Indeed, in an era of unprecedented teChnological development, the new discoveries

and innovations are not within the reach of developing countries. Since they have

not been asked to share these benefits, the scientific and technological gap

between developing and developed countries Is continuously widening. This is

particula~ly true in the case of new and emerging teChnologies which have a direct

bearing on the future of mankind as a whol~.

Rapid advances in science and technology during the past two or three decades,

whilG distinctly enlarging production frontiers and broadening choice, have

bypassed developing countries because of the lack in these countries of the

physical and human resources that would enable thetR to absorb and apply new

technologiea.

In this connection, it might be useful at a certain stage to consider

convening a second United Nations conference on science and technology for

development in order to strengthen the role of the United Nations system in

bringing about greater international co~peration in this field and provide

increased access by developing countries to high technologies.
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In OUt view, one of the main obstacles to the wodd-wide prolllOtion of

scientific and technological discoveries and applications is the continuation of

the arll. race. The aBS race diverts froll the process ef scc io100nomic

develo~ent the illportant resources that are wasted on stockpiling new, ever IIlOre

sophisticated ar1l8. On a more specific level, as a result of the arms race there

has been an increasing trend towards ~e~recy in the scientific and technological

field. This has resulted in restrictions (.'In the free flow of new ideas and on

sharing the beneft ts of the research and ".evelopment process. In the past decade

considerations of military security have increasingly been used for the purpose of

iaposing new restrictions and discrimi"ation in the field of the transfer of

technology •

Another important factor obstructing the transfer of teChnology for the

benefit of developing countries is represented by the high pri~ and restrictive

co~rcial terms imposed upon the recipients, although the research and development

expenses of the technologies that are being transferred have already been recovered.

The scientific and technological advancemant of ~eveloping countries is

further affected by the reverse transfer of technology, generally known by the term

-brain drain-. In this connection, I remind the Assetrbly that the Heads of State

or Government ·,)f the Non-Ali~ned CountriesD at their recent Conference in Belgrade,

underscored the need.

-to pay due attention to the serious problem of brain drain from developing

countries-.

All these negative features of the current status of international

co-operation in the scientific and technological field are the main cause of the

inability of the international community to attain the objectives set out in the

Vienna P~grallme of Action.
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Since the adoption of the Vienna Programme of Action new global problems with

a direct bearing on the development of science and technology have emerged. I have

specifically in nUnd the prospect of the exhal.Stid',l of fossil fuel and other raw

materials, and the tremendous degradation of the reproductive capacity of

biological systems and of the environment. Great daIMge to the environment has

been caused recently b.y the increased traffic in toxic and hazardo~ls wastes and

products, which affects developing countries 1IlO3t.

Romania pursues a policy fully consistent with the provisions of the Vienna

Programme of Action on Science and Technology for Development. Our efforts are

aimed at building up our endogenous capaci ty to make it IX>ssible to choose,

aCQuire, adapt, utilize and innovate technologies within the framework of our

national institutional mechanism. We understand that the building up of national

scientific and technological capacity should be the primary concern of each

individual country. Keeping that in mind, we have continued to allocate an

important sha~1) of our .....Jtional incone for research and development activi ties and

for the wide-~cale introduction and application of new technologies in the

production process. In 1986 Romania undertook unilateral cuts in its military

forces a~~ expenditure amounting to 5 per cent. The fUnds thus released have heen

directed mainly to research and development activities in the civilian sector.
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Romania's policy guidelines in the field of science and technology are

contained in a special national long-term programme to the year 2000. On the basis

of that programme, five-year and annual plans containing sectoral chapters on

specific technologies and products are put into effect.

The end-af-decade review of the implementation of the Vienna Progr&~e of

Action provides us with the opportunity to reflect on the significance of science

and technology for development and to assess both the positive and the negative

impacts of world advances in science and technology. The report of the

Intergovernmental Committee on Science and Technology for Development offers a good

synthesis of the debate which took place during its tenth session.

We are particUlarly pleased that one of the resolutions recommended to the

General Assembly reaffirms the validity of the Vienna Programme of Action and

considers that science and technoloqy should be one of the major components in the

deliherations of the special session of the General Assembly on international

economic co-operation, in particular the revitalization of economic growth and

development of the developing countries, the Ad Hoc Committee of the Whole for the

Preparation of the International Development Strategy for the Fourth United Nations

Development Decade, the Second United Nations Conference on the Least Developed

CountrieSi and the proposed United Nations conference on environF~nt and

development. In this respect, the Advisory Committee on Science and Technology for

Development Is called upon to make a valuable contribution by identifying critical

issues of common concern and proposing new ways for future action in this area.

The strengthening of multilateral co-operation requires 3 proper institutional

framework. We share the opinion that the Intergovernmental Committee on
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Science and Technology, as the only policy-making and co-o~dinating global body on

science and technology in the United Nations system, could assist the General

Assembly by providing the necessary inputs and background information on the

scientific and teehbological dimensions of the global issues on the agenda of its

debates. The access to new and emeKging technologies should be considered by the

United Nations system to be a fundamental right of nations.

As far as the Centre for Science and Technology is concerned, we consider that

it has done valuable work as the support Secretariat unit. Resolution 2 adopted by

the Intergovernmental Committee at its tenth session confers on the Centre a

clearly defined mandate for its future vork.

We welcome the resolutions adopted by consensus by the Intergovernmental

Committee on Science and Technology for Development. We hope the General Assembly

will adopt them in the same manner.

Given the recent development in the world 8 s political climate and the prospect

for reduced military outlays, the future might be more promising than the past in

revitalizing the efforts of the world community to strengthen the endogenous

scientific and technological capacities of developing countries, fostering

international scientific and technological co-operation that inspires trust and

confidence~ and ensuring full access to scientific and technological knowledge,

including new and emerginq technologies, and the unimpeded transfer of technology

on mutually beneficial terms.

Mr. TARMIDZI (Indonesia): Let me begin hy welcoming the decision to

devote this plenary meeting to deliberations on the important subject of science

and technology for development. The Indonesian delegation would like to express

its deep appreciation to the Secretary-General for addressing the commemorative
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meeting, that indeed signals the importance the United Nations attaches to this

issue. We would also like to take this opportunity to thank the Executive Director

of the Centre for Science and Technology for Development for his concise and

informative introduction of the report before us.

We meet today in the wake of the tenth anniversary of the adoption of the

Vienna Programme of Action on Science and Technology for Development. My

delegation fully endorses the outcome of the substantive end-of-decade review and

in particular the Committee's consensus resolution on the revitalization of the

Vienna Programme of Action. We therefore trust that the General Assembly will

unanimously adopt the draft resolutions recommended by the tenth session of the

Intergovernmental Committee.

Allow me to reflect briefly on the background and crucial need for

implementing the Vienna Programme of .Action.

The Programme was designed to seek viable and innovative options to bring

science and technology into the mainstream of socio-economic development. It was

born at a time of hope and optimism and it was therefore expected that multilateral

co-operation would ensure its promotion and implementation. Regrettably, however,

no soone~ had the Programme of Action been adopted than an unfavourable economic

era emerged. Multilateralisrn went into retreat and t~e promise of support for the

Programme never fully materialized. The subsequent years of the 19908 have now

become known as the lost decade for development.

At the same time, the decade was dominated by another major phenomenon: the

unprecedented and rapid pace of science and technological innovations. This

revolution and radical breakthroughs in science and technology fundamentally

transformed the social and economic processes of the world economy. Science and
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technology joined the more traditional agents of economic growth, such as trade and

investment, 80 as to propel such growth to rew heights which would also hold

enormous potential for development. Paradoxically, however, the development of the

developing countries auring these years of rapid change became more economically

marglnalized than ever. To mobilize science and technology in the service of

development remains our compelllnq objective at this session.

NeverthelesB, it is also true that recently a small glimmer of hope has

re-emerged. Political detente between the two super-Powers seems to ensure a

period of reduced global tensions. It also creates a Climate for renewed

multilateralism and hence new opportunities for advancing development and

accelerating the implementation of the Vienna Programme of Action.

We are fully convinced that the fulcrum for accelerating the implementation of

the Vienna Programme of Action is the need to strengthen the endogenous capacit.y of

the developing countries. Without such a self-reliant capacity to decide upon and

utilize science and technology in the service of development, the developing

countries run the risk of fa111ng further behind in the global economic stakes.

Since the beginning of the decade a large number of developing countries have

remained stagnant and the building of endogenous capacities has failed to make the

necessary progress.
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My delegation supports the belief stated in the report that in strengthening
the endogenous capacity of the developing countries the participation of all
stakeholders in society is paramount. Directives alone from the top down have not
been successful. Thus the identification of priority areas for attention should be
evolved through national policy dialogue involving all relevant actors and
constituents and reflecting their demands and interests in the development process.

A second key objective of the Vienna Programme of Action is the restructuring
of international scientific and technological relations better to facilitate the
transfer of science and technology to developing countries. While we consider the
building of endogenous capacity to be of primary importance, we acknowledge that it
cannot take place in a \Vacuum. Access to adequa te and relevant science and
technology is also crucial. ~ date, the transfer of technology has been inhibited
by the lack of adequate support from the industr ialized countries. Orae tic

revision of current approaches to technical co-operation is needed, with emphasis

on well-conceived areas of priority attention. New opportunities are emerging to
create consultative mechanisms for int~rnational oo90peration through various

innovative types of arrangements. At the same tirne the developed countries have a
special responsibility in promoting international co-operation for development
owing to the impact of their macro~conomic policies on the in terna tional economic
environment.

My delegation has always felt strongly that the scope of the transfer of

technology and technical co-operation should be enlarged so as to embrace also
human resources development and environmentally safe industrial technologies. In
this context it is important to point out that environmentally sound technology for
sustainable development should obviously be made available to the developing
countries, and, as indicated in the report before us, the effective applica ticn of
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science and technology to developlOOnt requires the roohiliza tion of the: full galllJt

of national and global resources, including in particular the wealth of human

resources.

The Vienna Programme of Action also called ~ur the maximization of the

potential contribution of the United Nations system in view of the fundamental and

pervasive role of science and technology in the development process. The role of

the United Nations in bringing science and technology into the mainstream of the

development process is all the more urgent now, and will be in the fOreseeable

future, owi~ to the rapidly changing social, economic and technological

environment. If the United Nations system is to maximize its potential in this

area, harnonization and co-ordination of its science CI1dtechnology efforts have to

be emphasized. Given the pervasive nature of science and technology in a large

number of major organizations of the United Nations system and the limited

resources available, it is imperative that such harmonization and co-ordination be

fully utilized. My delegation endorses the request to the organiza tions of the

United Nations system to provide sustained support for the process of building the

endogenous capaci ties of the developing countries in science and technology,

including the capacity for technological assessment. In the same vein we fUlly

hope that Member States will be able to adept unanimously the draft resolution now

before us to ensure the revitalization of the Vienna Programme of Action.

In conclusion, we would like to reaffirm our belief in the validity of the

Vienna Programme of Action and its basic objectives. We also fully support the

activi ties of the Un;' ted Nations Centre for Science and Techi'iolo9Y for Development

and trust that the response of most developed countries to the United Nations Fund

for Science and Technology for Development will be greatly enhanced. In short, we

must focus our collective resolve on ensuring the revitalization and successful
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imple11l!nta tion of the Vienna Programme of Action, for to cb less would be to

neglect to harness this powerful force fOr development and risk widening the

present technological gap between the developed and the developincj countries. In

J
" this vein it is important also that the international community should not fail to

address this crucial issue for development at the forthcoming special session of

the General Assembly and in the preparation of the next international development

strategy.

Mr. KA~I (Japan), Since the invention of the steam engine in the

eighteenth century the pace of technological advance11l!nt has greatly accelerated

and human frontiers have continually expanded. We have directed our gaze higher,

into space, lower, towards the ocean floor, and deeper, into the human body, to try

to und~rstand the secrets of life. These dramatic developments in science and

technology have yielded knowledge that has the poten tial to help us solve the

problems facing us. Science and technology thus constitute a basis for the

well-being of humankiud as a whole. The reali ty however is that, while developed

countries have been able greatly to exploit the knowledge that has been gained in

this area, most developing countries have not been able to derive the full benefits

it brings.

It was against the baCkground of these rapid changes on the one hand and

uneaual success in keeping abreast of them on the other that the Conference on

SCience and Technology for Development was convened in 1979 in Vienna. It was an

importMt landmark in international efforts to find appropriate ways of making

maximum use of science and tec.hnology for the purpose of promoting development in

developing countries.

-- ----------------------
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'the Conference, which was attended by 142 countries, culminated in the

adoption of the Vienna Programme of Action, which stressed, ~nter alia, the

importance of bringing science and technology into the mainstream of social and

economic development efforts in developing countries. Furthermore, it was the

Vienna programme of Action that introduced the concept of "endogenous capacity· as

one of the elements most important to the realization of the Programme's goals.

This Programme, in short, was the embodlrient of the aspiration of developing

countries to enhance their social and economic situation.

Japan believes that the basic message and main thr ust of the Vienna Programme

of Action is still valid today despite the ongoing need for new operational

interpretations in the light of changing socio·~conomic conditions in developing

countries. We are pleased, therefore, that the Intergovernmental Committee on

Science and Technology for Development, at its tenth session, held in August this

year, reaffirmed the valid! ty of the Vienna Progralmle of Action and put renewed

emphasis on the importance of foe terill9 the en<bgenous capacity of developing

countries.
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That having been said, however, it should be noted frankly, as we observe this

tenth anniversary, that although expectations for the promotion of science and

technology for development were very high when the Vienna Programne of Action was

adopted, they have subsequently been frustrated. Disparities between the

scientific and technological capabilities of the developed countries and those of

the developing countries have widened, as has the economic gap between them. This

failure can be attributed to various problems. Among these are the continued

shortage of reSOUrces to implement the progra1lllle, fa ilure on the part of both

developed and developing countries to understand properly the term Rendogenous

capacityR, and factors that have been compounded by the generally adverse economic

environment that prevailed during the 1980s. If the goals of the Vienna Programne

of Action are to be fUlly achieved, difficulties such as these must be overcome.

Our experiences of the 19809 in this area have taught us valuable lessons, and

we would do well to consider them as we formulate new courses of action for the

1990s and beyond, so as to ensure successful realization of the basic objectives of

the Vienna Prograll'l!le of Action. The end-of-decacie review of the Progranme,

undertaken by the In tergovernmental Commi t tee at its tenth sess ion, was a laUdable

step in the right direction. It shed light on possible fUture courses of action

based on an overall review of the activi ties undertaken during the ten years since

its adoption. In view of the results achieved at that meeting, Japan fully

endorses the report of the Intergovernmental Committee, which is now before us as

document A/44/37.

When we talk about the needs of developing countries we should always keep in

mind the fact that their requirements in the field of science and technology are

very diverse - reflecting their particular domestic situations. They differ, one

from another, geo-politically, socio-economically, culturally and 1n other ways.

It ls important, therefore, to identify those areas of science and technology in
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which concrete efforts are necessary to improve a particular count~'s industrial

structure and help to bu11d up its endogenous capacity, so that science and

technology can he promoted as an integral part of its overall economic-development

activity. Thus a case-by-ease approach is vital, and the role to be played by the

Un! ted Ba tions system in the field of science and technology for developtrent will

be basically an advisory one.

To ensure attainment of the goals of the Vienna Programme of Action in the

next decade and beyond, we should reaffirm, and place greater emphasis on, its

basic philosophy, which is that the primary responsibility fore the development of

developing countries rests upon those countries themselves. In this respect, we

commend the Centre for SCience and TeChnology for Development for its initiative in

undertaking a series of pilot projects recently in such countries as Nepal, Jordan

and Thailand, with a view to enhancing their endogenous capacity. In particular,

the initial results of the project in Thailand - a project implemented with

financial support from my Government - are quite encouraging, and we hope that that

project will be useful in identifying priority issues in the field of science and

technology there.

We are of the view that the possibility of efforts being made to foster

endogenous capacity shoUld he explored further by the Centre, with financial

support from interested donor countries.

In view of those considerations the role to be played by the Intergovernmental

Committee, the Centre and other - related - institutions will become all the more

vital to our collective efforts to promote science and technology for development.

Their role, as catalysts Md focal points within the United Nations system, in the

field of science and technology for development should be further enhanced. We

trust that these bodies will meet the challenges ahead bf devoting' their limit~d
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resources to a few useful and effective activities, fully co-ordinating and

harmonizing them with the activities of all the other relevant agencies within the

tlQit~d Nations system.

Japan, as Cl nation that owes III1ch to science and technology for its own

development, attaches great importance to the promotion of this field, believing it

has a vital role to play in advancing development in developing countries.

Particularly since the adoption of the Vienna Programme of Action, Japan has

actively engaged in bilateral technical and research-assistance activities aimed at

strengthening science and technclogy in such countries. It has also rendered

support for the various rele~ant efforts of international organizations such as the

United Nations Development Programme (UNOP). My delegation is pleased to note, in

this connection, that since 1980 Japan has concluded seience-and·-technology-

co-operation agreements with China, Indonesia, Brazil, India and the Republic of

Koi:ea, and has been pi(omoting the exchange of information and of experts and the

implementation of joint research projects wi th those countdes.

The major problems facing us today are quite diverse and wide-ranging. All

such issues as poverty, popUlation, debt and environment are interlinked and,

hence, call for concerted joint efforts on 3 global scale. unless sustainable and

sound development is achieved through the proper use of science and technology, a

solution to the problems will not be possible. Therefore, the theme of science and

technology for development should be of concern not to developing countries alone

but also to developed countries. Developed and developing countries should jointly

grapple with this thene from a long-term and global perspective.

In this tespect, what is pointed out in the preamble to the Vienna Programme

of Action holds true even todaya

"The experience of the last few decades IMkes evident the need for determined

measures on the national. and international planes to redress this situation,
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for without such action the present inequitable situation will be aggravated

further and the gap between developing and developed countries will continue

to widen. 1t

We hope that this important issue of science and technology for development

will be duly taken into accoWlt as we prepare for the special seas ion of the

General Assembly next April, as well as for a new international development

strategy.

FOr its part, Japan, bearing these matters fully in mind, is ready to take

part in concerted joint efforts to improve human welfare, particularlY in

developing countries, through science and technology, and is dete~mined to

contribute further to the successful implemnta tion of the Vienna Programme of

Action.
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Mr. KHORO (Pakistan)a Ten years ago the United Nations Conference on

Science and Technology for Development ended on a note of optimism with the

adoption of the Vienna Programme of Action. The objectives of the plan were noble

and intended to benefit the peoples of the developing countries and, indeed, the

entire international community. There were hopes of a greater momentum towards the

strengthening of the indigenous scientific and technological capacities of the

developing countries, the restructuring of international technological and

scientific relations, and the invigoration of the role of the United Nations system

in that field. Ten years after the adoption of the Vienna Programme of Action, it

is time to take stock of our achievements and shortcomings.

It is true that during the early years of the decade the world witnessed a

major international economic crisis that cast its dark shadow on the expectations

aroused by the Vienna Conference. However, it is equally true that some countries

continued to progress in that environment, while in a large number of countri~s the

situation of science and teChnology either remained stagnant or even deteriorated.

The Vienna Programme accepted the partnership of responsibility in which

teChnically disadvantaged States would be assisted by industrialized States in the

area of research and development. That mutual obligation has unfortunately not

been met. The developing countries still trying to catch up with the first phase

of technological revolution have been left further behind because of rapid

teChnological advances. The financial commitments to the Fund for Science and

Technology for Development, which was designed to play a central role in the

implementation of the Vienna Programme, have not been forthcoming. Ironically, at

the 1988 Pledging Conference the commitments came primarily from the developing

countries, showing an absence of any commitment to the cause on the part of the

developed countries. Furthermore, a substantial part of the amounts pledged

remains outstanding.
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The institutional arrangements for science and technology in the United

Nations - namely, the Intergovernmental Committee on Science and Technology for

Development, the financing system for science and technology for development, and

the Centre for Science and Technology for Development - have not been able to

realize their an ticipated poten tiell. Their role during the past decade, however,

points to their continued usefulness, which could be enhanced by changing their

scope and functions.

Primary importance was given in the Vienna Programme to development of the

indigepous capabili ties of the developing countries with the help of the United

Nations system. That has not happened. The developing countries remain far behind

their developed counterparts in regard to the possession of advanced technologies.

The second basic goal of the Vienna Programe of Action was the restructuring

of international scientific and technological relations and the strengthening of

the role of the United Nations system. So far, support for science and technology

has been bilateral. The multilateral approach to the implementation of the

Programme could be more effective within the United Nations system, which, as

mentioned earlier, remains under-utilized.

The ability of the institutions in the United Nations system to be effective

depends essentially on financial support. We believe that generous contributions

must be made to the United Nations Fund for SCience and Technology for Development.

The tenth anniversary of the Vienna Programme of Action comes at a time when

we are in the process of preparing for a special session of the General Assembly on

international economic co-operation and the new international development strategy

for the fourth United Nations development decade. The pr r 3ent debate presents us

with an opportunity to incorporate scientific and technological development as an

important factor in the strategy under preparation. The anniversary session should

also be used to renew our commitment to the full and early implementa tion of the
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Vienna Programne of Actionp with a global vision of the scientific and

technological dimensions of issues in the mainstream of world concerns.

Wi th the improving poli tical and economic climate, science and technology

should be harnessed to work in relation to the economic and social processes, with

new and innovative approaches at the national level as well as an integrated view

of science and technology in international development at the global level.

Mr. EMENYI (Nigeria): Nigeria is pleased to participate in these

discussions being held to commemorate the tenth anniversary of the adoption of the

Vienna Programme of Action on Science and Technology for Developnent. The adoption

of the Vienna Programme of Action was an important milest~ne in international

economic co-operation in that it signalled the willingness of the international

community to accelerate the pace of development in developing countries by

enhancing their capaci ties in the cri tical field of science and technology.

Since the Programme was adopted 10 years ago Nigeria has participated actively

in the various processes connected with its implementation. Most recently, at the

tenth sessiOn of the Intergovernmental Committee on Science and Technology for

Development, which was held in New York from 21 August to 1 september, Nigeria

worked along with other States members of that body to produce a consensus draft

reSOlution at the end-of-decade review of the Vienna Programme of Action. That

draft resolution has been recommended to this session of the General Assembly for

adoption.

As we commemorate the tenth anniversary of the Vienna Programme of Action it

is important that we remind ourselves of the three main goals that were agreed upon

in the aforementioned Programme of Action. These were the strengthening of the

scientific and technological capacities of developing countries, the restructuring

of existing patterns of international scientific 'and technological relations, and

the strengthening of the role of the Uni ted Na tions in the field of science and
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technology, and the provision of increased financial resources. The considerationsthat informed those objectives are as valid today as they were when the Programme
of Action was adopted 10 years ago. Yet the objectives have remained unfulfilled.
This was one of the main conclusions of the end-ofoodecade review.

The role and impact of science and technology in economic development has
increased significantly and is bound to increase further, owing to its ever-growing
appl1ca tiat in many areas of na tional and in terna tional endeavour. A number of
issues on the international agenda, such as environment, natural disasters, poverty
alleviation and other sociomeconomic issues that require co-operative internationalaction, would be considerably ameliorated by solutions based on science and
technology-

If the developing nations must be part of the international effort to solve
those problems, it must follow that their national efforts to strengthen their
scientific and technological capacities should be a matter of collective concern,
as envisaged in the Vienna Programme of Action.

The end-ofoodecade review of the Vienna Programme of Action undertaken during
the tenth sess ion of the Intergovernmental Commi ttee examined the difficul ties that
had been responsible ~r lack of progress in the implementation of the Programme.
The difficulties were generally attributable, in part at least, to the unfavourableinternational economic environment that had confronted the developing countries,
but we must also acknowledge the lack of polt tical will Q\ the part of the
teChnologically advanced countries to implement commitments undertaken within the
framework of the Vienna Programme of Action.
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An agenda for future work consistent with the Vienna Programme of Action must

While the search for collective so' utions to the emerging global prohlem is in

We must renew and strengthen the resolve of the international community to

train scientists and technologists from developing nations and carry out joint

innovations in environmentally sow.d technologies should be identified.

Programme (UNDP) and bilateral and donor agencies must be established and acted

pool financial resources from the World Bank, the United Nations Development

MLT/pt

technological capacity of developing countries, it must be rememered that those

necessarily focus on enhancing the indigenous scientific and technological

science and technology.

The inability of the United Nations system to generate adequate financial resources

enhance the scientific and technological capacities of developing nationfJ through

development institutions in industrialized countries which would be willing to

and design programmes to implement the Vienna Programme of Action reflects the lack

provision of such essential reauirements as sefe drinking water, the production of

informa t ion and cornrnunica tions sye tern in the coun tries concerned.

itself a refreshing spur to support for development of the scientific and

capabilities of the developing countries. To realize that objective, a strategy to

countries are confronting a number of social and economic problems that would be

food to meet the requirements of their populations and the development of a modern

of poli tical will to ~eepen in terna tional economic co-opera tion in the field of

amenable to sol utions based on sc:ience and technology. Among these are the
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In this reg,uci, I want to emphasize the importance which Nigeria attaches to

the role that has been assigned to the Centre for SCience and Technology fot'

Development in the context of the end"'Of-decade review, namely, that of studying

ways and means of enhancing the capacity of developing countries to assess

technologies to determine which meet health, safety and environmentally sound

criteria, in their efforts to process locally their agricultural and mineral raw

materials.

The Government of the Federal Repuhlic of Niger ia looks forward to close

collaboration with the Centre in this particular endeavour.

In conclusion, my Government is taking a nutmer of actions to give pride of

place to the development of science and technology in Nigeria. In addition,

Nigeria is ready to participate in bilateral and multilateral arrangements in order

to strengthen and deepen our science and technology base.

Mr. BANDARA (Sri Lanka). Since I am speaking in plenary meeting for the

first time during this session, I should like to join other speakers in

congratulating Ambassador Garba of Nigeria on his election to steer the

deliberations of this session of the General Assembly. My delegation is very

pleased to see him presiding over the Aasemuly and we are convinced that under his

ahle guidance the current session will achieve satisfactory results.

This morning we had the opportunity of listening to Ambassador Garba's

statement at the plenary meeting in observance of the tenth anniversary of the

adoption of the Vienna Programme of Action on SCience and TechnolO9Y' it was very

encouraging indeed. We also listened with appreciation to the excellent and

com~ehensive speech of the Secretary-General, Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar, and the

interesting statements by the leaders of the regional groups.
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~ dolegation wishes to make a special reference to the keynote speech

delivere~ by Professor Abdus Salam, the Physics Nobel Laureate, which was indeed

thought-provoking, and to thank Professor Swamlnathan for the statement he made on

behalf of the panel of eminent persons convened by the Secretary-General. On

behalf of my delegation cnd on my own hehalf, I express our gratitude to

Mr. Sergio C. Trindade, EXecutive Director of the United Nations Centre fOr Science

and Technology for Develop~nt, for the good work he has done so far.

The decade of the Vienna Programme of Action and its three basic aims have

brought into focus the important 1t'essage it was designed to tll'ansmit to the

scientifically and technologically poorer nations of the world. It has also

focused the attention of the daveloped countries on their enornous global

responsibilities in the field of science and technology and their impact on

development in the developing nations. In that context the Vienna Programrre of

Action has truly laid the basis for the development decade of the 19909 and even

beyond.

The impl~mentation of the Vienna Programme of Action is, in retrospect, a

process which has become rooted in the chemistry of development in the developing

nations. The international community has recugnized as one of its prime

responsibili ties the task of shawing the way through the complex web of

development, which encomp&sses the elements of scarce resources and the social

aspira tions of the people of the developing world.

Science and technology have ~ved the way, through the Vienna Programme, for a

lew era of global understanding. Our ability to live in harmony with one another

:.:equires a common policy. The design of such a policy can never be far away if Cl

~atalyst exists for its creation. ~he Vienna Programme of Action is the catalyst.
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The visualizers of the Vienna Programme mayor may not have realized that they

had really embarked upon a long jou~ney towards peace. Their goals were ~ore

physical in nature and measurable in scope. Yet it is the tangible that sometimes

leads to the intangible.. The true nature of the Vienna Program.'1Ie may ha'1e hrought

us to the decade when we shall take the actual first steps in this long journey.

FUrthermore, it has stimulated the same enthusiasm in the developing nations as a

toddler feels as he or she takes the first steps in the liff':tima that stretches

ahead.

So with the first manned space flight, those pioneering astronauts never

imagined the era of skylahsJ their immediate concern was getting into space and

traversing space. The Vienna Programme of Action is similar, its initial moves

have now led to the frontiers of science and technology becoming accessible to the

developing nations.

The first decade of the Vienna programme has been a period of rapid progress

in science and technolo9'l in the developed wor.ld. It has also heen a period in

which there has been a significant diffusion of it or of its impact in the

developing nations. The level of awareness of the relevance of science and

teChnology for development has spread among those countries in a manner not

witnessed when other dimensions of development were in the forefront of debate. A

direct contribution to this has been the activities of the United Nations Centre

for Science and Technology for Development and other United Nations bodies created

under the Vienna Programme. The Intergovernmental Committee on SCience and

Technology for Development, which met in August/September of this year for the

end""Of-decade review of the implementation of the Vienna Programme of Action has

set the direction for the next decade.

...
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It has recommended that we co-ordinate and harmonize the science and technology

activities of the United Nations system. It has also stressed the importance of

the work being. carried out by the Uni ted Na tions Fund for Science.. and Tehnology for

Development as an identifiable entity. FUrther, it has urged that the United

Nations Centre for Science and Technology for Developmnt, as the only forum in the

United Nations system with a mandate in the field of science and technology,

reassert itself as a mature and far-sighted body designed to reconcUe policy

differences and render more effective assistance to global debate. In this

context, my delegation fully end,-rses that position and would like to add that

priority should be accorded to pilot projects in the endogenous capacity-building

of scienco and technology in developing countries.

My delegation is also pleased that the Assenbly decided to consider this item

Q'1 this memorable occasion. It is indeed a step in the right direction in that it

involves all stakeholders.

Sri T.anka has followed a path that is somewhat typical of nations that

integrate science and technology in development. Its tradi tiOilal institutions of

scientific research in the plantation and domestic agricultural sectors and in the

universities have been augmented over the past decade with institutions that are

mandated to work in the newly emerging technologies - especially in the information

technologies, which encompass computing and com1l\Wlica tiQ\ technologies. The

spectrum of institutions has been supplemented with science and technology

posi tiens created at the policy level.

The scenario is encouraging for the next phase, when science and technology in

development can lead to the realization of measurable benefits by national

stakeholders. His EXcellency the President of Sri Lanka aptly called the attention

of the country's scienti.fic and technological community to the following,
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-For whose benefit is science meant? For whom is technology? If hunger

cannot be eliminated through science and if it cannot eliminate sickness and

physical weakness, we have no need for that science. If technology cannot

eliminate poverty, unemployment, want, we have no need for that technology.

If the scientist and the technologist cannot provide relief to the poor, what

need has humanity for such a scientist or technologist?".

The words of His Excellency the President reflect the rea11 ty of a part of the

world that was envisaged by the pioneers of the Vienna Programme of Action. It is

in such a context that endogenous capacity-buUding has b~cone important for

Sri Lanka, like many other nations.

We in Sri Lanka are deeply conscious of our own responsibilities in issues of

global concern in the sphere of science and technology. The depletion of the ozone

layer and global warming are two such issues. We have ratified the Montreal

Convention and are keenly observing the ongoing ini t14 tio;.res of the World

Meteorological Organization and the United Nations Environment Programme. In our

capacity and capability for involvement in such global activity we believe that

there muat be a sharing of environmentally sound technologies. We are aware that

the sharing of any technology, big or small, bas vast implications in the glob-;l

marketplace.. It further justifies this forum as a meeting place to arri..,e at a

consensus <Xl the rules of supply and demand for public good.

This is the time to applaud the fir~t decade of the Vienna Programme of

Action. My delegation firmly supports the views expressed by the Olairman of the

Group of 17 when he ~ddres8ed the Assenbly this afternoon. My delegation also

believes that it is the time to begin in earnest to survey these act.Q.~l issues,

Which have surfaced in the first decade.. Let us all strive to comprehend them and

make this Earth in the next decade and in the next century the attractive planet it

truly is.
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Mr. VALLENILLA (Venezuela) (interpretation f~om Spanish), My delegation

is very pleased to have an opportmity to put forward some thoughts Q'l the

evolution of the first decade of the Vienna Prograrrsne of Action.

The Vienna P~gramme of Action is composed of th~ee substantive elements:

strengthening of the endogenous scientific and technological capacity in the

developing countries, the restructuring of the current system of international

scientific and technological relations, and the supply of greater financial

resources. Aware of the way those elements have developed. we acknowledge that the

Vie~na Programme of Action has given us ne~ inputs for dealing with our countries'

scientific and technological activities. Ibwever, wc. ...llSt recognize that during

this first decade it has been impossible to meet the expectations of 1979.

we underst&ld that the complex international economic situation, the lack of

the political will to support science and technology, and the lack of an awareness

of the need to make progress in this sphere as a matter of parailDunt importance for

economic and social development are all factors that have made it difficult to

achieve the objectives of the Vienna ·Programme of Action.

The interrelationship of science and technology, on the one hand, and the

changing international economic situation, on the other, has created such

ambivalence that difficultiea have been generated that delay the implementation of

science and technology policies while, et the same till'e. new opportuni ties are

created that encourage progress in science and technology. T~is has given an

impetl.8 to the search for new na tional approaches at the poli tical level designed

to take advantage of favourable situations.

In that connection, it is this aw~reness of the ambivalent relationship

between science and technology and the international economic order that, in the

concrete case of a country like venezuela, has pronoted or had an impact on
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important decisions directed towards strengthening and consolidating the hases of

the national science and technology system. In fact, Venezuela shares the view

that in order to build an endogenous capacity it is of fundamental importance to

have national demand by the puhlic and private sectors that will encourage the

estahlishment of an indigenous capacity in science and technology. '1'tlat is why we

must step up national efforts to encourage a real supply of national technology -

not l'rf discarding those that already exist, hut by adapting these efforts to the

economic reality of the O)untry.

However, the scarcity of resource flows and the complexity of the

technological problems now facing us militate in favour of real co~peration on the

part of all the States Members of the international community.

The progress of science and technology in developing countries, particularly

in Latin America, has heen restricted by the unfavourable developments in the

international economic situation and the crushing weight of external deht, which

could cancel out the little that has been achieved in development over the past

10 years.*

* Mr. Abdoun (Sudan), Vice-President, took the Chair.
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This situation tends to increase the ineaualities between the developed and

the developing countries, leading us to overlook the relevant role science and

technology shoUld play in our countries' progress towards economic and social

developnent.

That is why our Government is deeply concerned about the prospects for

progress in science and technolo9Y' in the developing countries in the 1990s, when

there is this unprecedented retrogression in scientific and technological

development because of suc~ factors as financial imbalances in the international

economic system. We cannot forget that in the 1980s, called "the lost decada fo"

development", the inequalities in the international economic order have increased.

These inequalities might have made it possihle for the developed countries to

finance their scientific and technological research and progress, whereas the

opportunities of the developing countries have heen limited.

Venezuela is firmly cony inced tha t an encbgenous capac1 ty should prollOte a

true supply of science and teChnology. The developed countries must understand

that we must achieve autonomy in new technology and not depend exclusively on

external sources of science and technology. We must d1 rect our efforts towards

encouraging and strengthening the endogenous capacity of developing countries.

Otherwise, we shall he oondenned to external dependence and SUbjected to

unforeseeable changes in th~ international economy, which are almost always

translated into higher costs for the countries importing science and technology.

My deleg&tion thinks that direction must be given to the programmes of the

Centre for Science and ~chnology for Development and other bodies of the system,

and that real effect must be given to the activi ties of the Intergovernmental

Committee, in order that efficient and viable machinery can be estahlished that

would enc~~.~t:'l;~ participation by the productive sectotS in our economies. My

delegation stands ready to lend its whnle-hearted support to that purpose. The
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inclusion of Venezuela's Minister of State for Science and Technology,

Dr. Dulce Arnao de Uzcategui, in his personal capacity, in the Advisory Committee

on SCience and Technology for Development is very encouraging in that respect.

Similarly, beginning in 1990 Venezuela will assume the presidency ~f the Latin

ANdean Council on se ience and Technology and will provide its secretar iat • Our

country hopes that it can thereby contribute to strengthening this important hody

for scientific and technological co"'Operation in cur region.

Priority should he given to stepping up international oo~peration directed

-.inly towards providing very good training to human resources. The industrial

countries have an important role to play 1n the current unfavourable situation of

the developing countries. My delegation believes it is indispensable to encourage

the mechanisms to support the process of industrial reconversion, as a Choice that

can guarantee an endogenous capacity with regard to innovation. we are convinced

that policies on science and technology must be made compatible with the policies

governing industry and trade.

Too sum up, the delegation of Venezuela considers that in future activities in

the field of science and technology consideration should he given to the following

factors, on which we think most developing countries agree.

First, we must encourage the implementation of State science and technology

policies, with a view to facilitating decentralization of scientific and

technological administtation, in order to develop capabilitiea of strengthening

endogenous-eapacity-huilding efforts, by establishing a specialized body for this

purpose.

Second, the programmes of the United Nations Centre fOr SCience and Technology

for Development and the activi ties of the Intergovernmental Committee should be

directed towards setting up effective, viable mechanisms that can encourage
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participation by the productive sectors of our economies, within a context that can

generate the proper conditions for the integration of the entities cortcerned with

the supply and demand of science and technology.

Third, we should pcomote regional co-operation for truly joint activities to

study and deal with common problems in the context of genuine mUltinational action,

and not merely mechanisms to finance isolated national activities.

Fburt~, international co-operation should be aimed primarily at the training

of human resources at the highest possible level. In view of the economic

difficulties faced b¥ most of the developing countries at this time, this could be

the most meaningful contribution the industcialized countries could make to the

relatively less developed countries.

Fifth, we should support regional and international integration, including

commitments, into national science and technology plans, guaranteeing the necessary

resources for t~eir implementation.

Sixth, we should encourage par.liamentary committees on science and technology,

to act as follow-up bodies to assess the resources that would he r:e<ruired to do

t~is.

Seventh, a high-level committee should be established to evaluate the var.ious

subregional, regional and international bodies thut have been established to

promote the development of science and teChnology, in order to assess their

effectiveness and establish mechanisms for collective efforts and activities.

Eighth, ways and meano should be sought to support industrial reconversion

processes, as this constitutes a viable choice for guaranteeing endogenous

capacity-bui~ding in technological innovation, training and assimilation.
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Ninth, we should propose lines of action that would ensure more compatibility

place it at the service of our peoples.

is indispensable for us to develop our scientific and technological potential and

continue to be decisive factors in economic and social development. That is why it

the centre. we offer our co-operation in this importa..,t effort and hope that other

In the field of new technologies, the establishment of the international

Finally, my delegai:ion believes that science and technology are and will

international scientific community played an important role in the establishment of

Menber States '!Ul do the same, with a yiew to improving the functioning of the

Centre and utilizing the beneficial results of its activities.

life, particularly in the developing countries. We m\iSt acknowledge that the

Bio-technology can make a sUbstantial contribution to enhancing the quality of

the principles of the Vienna Programme of Action, has particular significance.

This centre is a reflection of the collective will for interna tional co-opera tion.

Mt/bg

United Nations Indust~ial Development Organization (UNIDOl and in accordance with
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Mrs. SAWADOGO (Burkina Faso) (interpretation from French). The gap

JSM!ck

inte&'national economic situation has worsened. So far the participation of the

Science and technology for development are of fundamental importance for the

The importance of science and technology for the economic and social

process.

developing countries in the new scientific revolution has been extremely limited,

new scientific and technological revolution has radically transfocmed trade,

between the developing and t..~e developed cou'~tries has grown unceasingly in recent

must be made available to the deve!oping countries to enable them to ~evelop their

decades. While scientific and technical innovation has accelerated, the

industry, increase their agricultural productivity, eliminate poverty and satisfy

particular in the developing countries. The fight against drought and

desertification is particularly urgent fot many developing countries in Africa.

Government of Burkina Faso and have a two fold effect. They have an effect, first,

cOMnunications, the means of production and the role of man in the production

science and technology have remained the JlDnopoly of a few countries. HOttever, the

SCience and technology have an important role to play in developing new means of

combating drought and desertification.

Septembe~ 1986, in Harare, the non-aligned countries reached a consensus to the

on world economic and social development. In tbis context, the new technologies

Science and Technology for Development.

effect that it was necessary to adopt a policy of sharing experience and to
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principal macro-eeonom!c strategies and policies, in particular in the light of the

has shown little interest in the integration of science 51d technology in the

restructuring of the international framework for the relationship hetween science

and technology and development has not taken place. The international cotm\unity

creation of the Intergovernmental Ccmr~ttee on Science and Technology for

Development and the United Nations Centre for Science and ~chnology for

The spirit of the Vienna Progtamme of Action should be reaffirmed. The

Developnent raised great hopes, particularly in the developing countries. However,

we are forced to recognize that the expectations have not been realized. The

_t be strengthened.

The Vienna COnference adopted the Vienna Programme of Action. Its principal

Endogenous scientific and technical capacities can be extremely useful fOt all

between the developed and the developing countries is increasing. That is why we

are closely linked. Progress in science and technolo9Y cannot be stopped. They

the United Nations.

must therefore be incorporated in the processes of equitable economic growth and

support the idea of the acquisition of endogenous capacities as indispensable for

technological capacities of all countries, but especially the developing countri~s,

employed. Modern technology is developing rapidly and unequally and the gap

(Mrs. Sawadogo, Burkina Faso)

develop a strategy fol' co-operation concerning new technologies and Raw

decision concerned enhancement of the endogenous capeci ties of Mel'!t'er States,

all countries if this growing gap is to be closed, in keeping with the ideals of

state~f-the-art techniques.

JSM/ck

countries since they allow them to reap the maxillUlTl advantage from the technology

w«ld peace C!lI'ld stability. To that end, the endogenous scientific and

especi&lly the developing countries. Technological development and eL~nomic growtb
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biotechnology, information science and superconductivity, all of which are

began in 1968, has persisted and spread, becoming the most ser ious drought of the

The celebration of the tenth anniversary of the adoption of the Vienna

The end-of-decade review of the Vienna Programme of J.\ction is a challenge that

Thanks to economic, scientific and technological progress, drought no longer

problems, but equally to assess the constructive guidelines for subsequent

United Nations Centre for Science and Technology for Development as instruments in

must be met, it is a unique opportunity for all countries that can contribute to a

with a view to achieving a consensus on true international co-operation in this

century and one of the main causes of the critical economic situation in Africa.

field. It is also an opportunity to assess the achievements and analyse current

to development. This is also an opportuni ty for us to rev ive the "spirit of

the service of Member States and the vital cause of applying science and technology

Programme of Action gives us an opportunity to reaffirm the role of the

developing countries, above all in Africa. The great drought in the Sahe1, which

The Government of Burkina Faso attaches great importance to international

Intergovernmental Committee on Science and Technology for Development and the

revolutionizing manufacturing procedures and communications and will have a

profound impact on the economic and social development of many developing

concerning drought and desertification.

causes famine in the developed world, hut that is not yet the case in the

rapid progress in such state-of-the-art technologies as micro-electronics,

strategy for the incorporation of science and technology in the development process

co-operation in technologies which affect the environment, especially those

JSM/ct:
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technOlogy are of such great importance for development. Science and technology

It is a paradox that the Vienna Programme of Actioi\ was not applied in

Burkino Faso, which is part of the Sahel, is one of the African countries most

propagation of species by the new biotechnological methods, new sources of energy,

the support of other Governments, the United Nations system and non-governmental

That is why the Government of Burkina Faso has adopted a national policy of

reforestation was begun five years ago.

While one cannot correct overnight the abuses which the natural environment

At the sUbregional level, the Permanent Inter-State Committee on Drought

the United Nations Programme of Action for the Economic Recovery of Africa

Na tions Sudallto-Sahel ian Office are playing an active role in comba ting

has suffered for decades, the Go~ernment of Burkina Faso is convinced that, with

monitoring and modelling for the rational conservation and use of water.

monitoring and combating drought and desertiiication and, secondly, to make

are the keys to development.

weather nonitoting, the development of forecasting models, and hydrological

JSM/Ck

1986-1990 added a new dimension to these efforts.

desertification. The fact that the importance of this activit~ was recognized in

practice, basically because of financial prOblems, even though science and

organizations, the efforts it is making will contribute to the restoration of the

Control in the Bahel (CUSS), as part of the reg ional strategy in the fight against

affected by drought and desertification, first, to strengthen their own means of

drought and fOr the development of theSahel adopted in 1984, and the United

effective use of scientific and technological discoveries suCh as the selection and

affected by drought and desertification. It is necessary for the countries

environmental restoration. An extensive programme of conservation and
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Burlcina Faso hopes that the Centre for Science and Tedinolo9Y for Developnent

.1111 take the. necessary measures, in co-operation with the United Nations Fund for

iclence and Technology for Develop~nt and other canpetent bodies within the Un! ted

"rations system, to prepare new programes and projeces in the area of oo-<)pei:ation

~d to develop those that alredy exist, wi th a view to 5 trengthening encbgenous

"3pacity in the sphere of ~cientlfic and technological innovation, in particular in

:he areas of information" training, plai'lnill9, technological assessment ald

orecasting, research, development and application.

It ls also a taSk of the Intergovernmental Committee, the main deliberative

ody vithin the United Nations system !Or scientific and technological matters, to

c;tuc1y the major challel\ges ma possibill ties which the new technological revolution

fre.ants for the development of the developing countries in the mutual interest of

L'orth and SOutn.

The problem of the reverse transfer of technology is to a large extent linkad

CJ the present world ecofAollic crisis. Burltln& Faso supports the adoption of

C.la8UreS and joiat action at the international level to ensure that the migration

c,[2 trained manpower f1'01l the cJevelopiD9 to the developed countries is so arr anged

(S[lat tho interests of the CXiuntl'ies which are penalized in the transfer of

\:;JChnology atO edeQuately protelcted. Similarly, with regard to co-operation anong

~J~~loping countries, ve believe that the prese~t deterioration in the

llG0t.~nat1onal econceic situation calls fo': the strengtbening of collective

c~)lf-relian~ through ecooomic and technologic~l co=operation, the exchange of

c:~per~t.lRcel1 and co-operation and assistance in the application of new technologies

(s~Jat can hQlp developing coue1trles to overcome some of the difficulties they face

ilL! C]iaini"9 aCCflSS to the ufleets of developed countries.
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'rile developing countries should not limit themselves to the rola of passiv~

spectators of the technological revolution. They should seek actively to mobilize,

adapt and deVelop new state~f-the-art technologies compatibl~ with their own

notional social and econoeio policies and objectives.

In conclusion, the United Nations should step up its activities in th~ area of

science end technology in order to be able to meet the increased needs of numerous

countri~s and promote the role of science and technology in the solution of the

problems common to all mankind. Although bilat~~a1 co-operation in the area of

science and technology is a useful aspect of international co-opet:ation, it cannot

~ke the place of or exclude multilateral co-operation. The two types of

co-<)pera ticn are complementary.

It is necessary to enhance the effectiveness of the United Nations system in

such vital areas as the str.engthening of the scientific and technological potential

of developing countries, the ~rmulation of a coherent policy for the use of

science and technology for development, the expansion of scientific lild

technological co-operation a~n9 all count.ries and improvement of the functioning

of the bodies and specialhed agencies of the United Nations concerned with science

and technology.

Mr. CBMINSKY (Union of Soviet Socialist Repub1ic~) (interpretation from

Russian), The present scientific and technological revolution is increasing in

pace and the quality of its own developnents is rising to a new level. At the same

time, the revolution carries within it the danger: of new cOl1ttadict1olis .d largely

unpredictable consequences for the development of civilization while sharply

reducing the 811Dunt of tine available for taking decisions on the future

development of the world economy. The cost of possible mistakes has grown
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immeasurably. In present conditions, the surest way to avoid miscalculation is by

uniting the efforts of all members of the world community in managing scientific

and technological progress for the common good.

As was stressed by Mikhail Sergeyevich Gorbachev at the Sorbonne:

·We have entered an era in which all progress must be integrated in the common

interest of humanity. It is necessary to seek - and to seek jointly - common

criteria for progress during the ineluctable scientific and technological

revolution in the nuclear, and then in the post-nuclear, age."

The current renascence of the role and authority of the United Nations and its

universal ehar.acter are importBnt conditions of ita more effective use as an

instrument for bringing about a practical consensus on problems relating to

scientific and technological progress.

The United Nations system has the necessary ability to carry out a regular

analysis of global consequences and prospects for the development of science and

technology, to assist in mutually profitable technological exchanges free of any

ideological basis and to establish an effective, preventive scientific and

technological policy which would make it possible to avoid the undesirable aide

effects of scientific and technological progress. All this, in our opinion, would

facilitate greater predictability and stability in the world economy and the

balanced and effective settlement of global problems. In the future we might

consider workinq out a global programme for multilateral scientific and

technological co-operation within the framework of the United Nations.

We approach from the same angle the implementation of the Vienna Programme of

Action on Science and Technology for Development and the attainment of its

objectives. In this connection, we must enhance the effectiveness of the relevant
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(Mr. Obminsky, USSR)

bodies and agencies in the United Nations system by harmonizing efforts in the area

of technical assistance and developing common approaches to world scientific and

technologiesl problems of interest to all countries.

The delegation of the USSR endorses the main proposals and recommendations in

the report (A/44/37) of the Intergovernmental Committee on Science and Technology

for Development, including recognition of the need to improve multilateral

scientific and technological co-operation in resolving the social and economic

problems of the developing countries and strengthening their endogenous scientific

and technological potential. We support the central co-ordinating role of the

Intergovernmental Committee within the United Nations system.

One of the major problems discussed at the tenth session of the

Intergovernmental Committee was technology assessment, and that was no accident.

The increase in crisis phenomena caused by exhaustion of the potential of the

technological base for material production has led to the need for a shift to a

Qualitatively new set of technologies based on deep understanding and scientific

analysis of the interactions of man, nature and society. On our agenda is the

definition of the reasonable demands of ~ankind in the light of the resources

available in terms of energy and raw materials, demographic requirements, ensuring

food production, and so on.

There is a special place among the p~iorities for the Question of the

relationship between the problems of scientific and technological revolution and

those of environmental protection. The worsening environmental situation in the

world, climatic changes and the consequences of major industrial accidents mesn

that specific solutions must be found to problems related to the traditional model

of industrialization and the uso of technologies that Ate far from perfect.
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We therefore we consider the decision of the Intergovernmental Committee to

entrust t.t\e United Nations Centre for Science and Technology for Devdopment with a

mandate to act as the focal point in tile assessment of technology within the Unib!d

Nations framework in tetma of co-ordination with other organizations and to use for

this purpose the Advanced Technology Alert System (ATAS).
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Technology for Developllent on its activl ties In carrying out the Vienna Programme

The So~iet delegation coMBends the united Nations Centre !br SCience and

are bound to elllerge from the 1992 conference en envil'cc_nt ..15 develop_nt.

activities of the United Nations Environment Progra..e. IMportant thoughts on this

broad, practical international co-operation In close co-ordination with the

preparations of the IIechan!sms for the transfer of teChnologies to countries that

we feel that i.portent end urgent tasks are cCllprehensive research on and

development of the area of environmentally sound technologies and businesslike

and development of environmentally sOUl'td technologies, and the rapid and effective

transfer of such technologies to developing countries·.

partlclp&tion of developing countries in international co-operation for research on

co-operation wUl make it possible to eliminate unjustified duplication and to find

the most rational ways and JIleans of achieving the goals that have been set. And we

cannot do without the advice of scientists and specialists.

We probably should be bolder in expanding co-operation within the specialized

agencies of the United Nations, in particular the United Nations Industrial

Development Organization, which have practical experience 1n this field. Such

terms of assessment of technology.

and priorities for econoMic and social development. Clearly it is necessary to

(Mr. Q)minslcy, USSR)

However, hard work lies ahead both from a strictly scientific and

technological point of view and in the light of the need to adjust national plans

J\M/21

governmental and non-governmental organizations and of the specialized agencies, in

of the Intergovernmental Comlll1 ttee should be aways and _ans of ensuring the

seek a solution to these problems through maximum co-ordination of the actions of
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of Action, including the _asures for strengthening the en<bgenous science and

technology potential of the developing countries. The effectiveneas of this work

could be enhanced by periodically assessing the results of projects carried out,

beari~g in wind the opinions of those States whose territories are involved.

Useful work is being done by the Task Force on Science and 'l'echnology for

Developlent of the Adainistrative Co_ittee on Co-ordination, which is

participating in expedllental research and in preparing recollllendations for the

integration of world experience at the national level. Such work, in cur opinion,

_t be closely co-ordinated at the regional and subregional levels, in keeping

with principles of the Vienna Programme of Action. In the fUture activity of the

Uni,ted Nations Centre for Science and 'l'echnology for Development and of other

organizations, it will be i.portent to seele ways of narllOniously co.mining

technical assistance activities under the Vienna Prograllme of Action with the

development of approache~ for solving global scientific and technological proble~.

The Soviet Union has actively participated in and co-operated with the United

Nations activities on these Questions. Our scientists and specialists are directly

participating, for eDaple, in preparing research on space technoloCJY and will help

in every way in the drafting of scientifically justified reco..endations in this

field. They w111 also work to _kit this information on all of t.hese

accomplishments available to the ."ers of the world co_unity. As part of this

topic, there wll1 he a ujor seMinar for scientists, technicians and husinessmen in

Moscow in 1.990.

In conclusion, I should 1 ike to elDp;lhasize that the Soviet Union 18 giving

priority attention to participation .in tho United Nations, ita bodies Md

specialized agencies. We have been given a .ndate to do so by the highest body of

the Soviet State - the ConCJre.1I of ~ple'8 Deputies. We are prepared actively to
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prol'Ote the increased effectiveness of the work of the United Nations system, which

The Vienna Progra'lIne of Action was adopted in 1979 with the objective of

Mr .. MEtl>N (India), I should Uke to begin by expressing my delegation's

the field of science and teChnology, including the provision of financial resources.

today is worse than that 10 years ago. The external environment 1n which

financing, the spectre of ever-rising protectionism again3t the developing

relations in this field, and strengthenil'4 the role of the United tetions system in

adverse. It is characterized by the shrink ing of resource flows for development

united in expr.essing its suppo~t for the three hasic goals of the Vienna Programme

developing countries have to pursue their development efforts continues to be

and restrictive terms for transfer of technolocrl - to nue but a few. The efforts

satisfaction with the outcome of the deliberations of the Intergovernmental

JVM/2l

countries' exports, the continuing burden of external indebtedness, and prohihitive

of Action - namely, endogenouR capacity huilding, restructuring of internattonal

econCllllY and the systf!lll of division of labour. These activi ties are also a source

of international scientific and technolow co-operation.

countries at that tiae was already grim. In many ways the situation that we face

Hew York from 21 August to 1 september this year. The Committee reaffirmed the

CCElittee on Science and Technology for Development at its tenth session, held in

continued validity ef the Vienna Programm£ of Action after conducting its

science 8'id technology for developnent. The situation facing the developing

giving concrete shape and content to international co-operation in the field of

end-of.-.decade revtuw. We are happy to note that the international community is

of developing countries in bUilding endogenous capability in the area of science
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trade. While technologiesl advances are harbingers of long-term benefits to

particUlarly true of the new and emerging areas of scienee and technology, such

(Mr. Menon, India)

A/44!PV.42
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Added to this ls the unprecedented technological evolution the world has

J\lM/21

In spite of the adverse external environment, developing countries have I1Iade

between the developed and the developing countries should widen further. That is

developing countries. The developing countries cannot either ignore or choose to

undergoing vast changes which, in turn, are changing the existing patterns of

as - to nalllf!l a few - bio-engineering, new materials, informatics,

witnessed in recent years. As a result, patterns of production and consumption are

the pri1llary Objective of improving the standards of living and meeting basic

minimum needs of their people. Hence it is essential that developing countries be

short- and medium-term they do no~ aggravate the already difficult situation of

opt out of the technological revolution lest the ever-increasing technological gap

aankind, they need to be managed carefully, in such a way as to ensure that in the

strenuous efforts in endogenous capacity building~ 'Ib take the example of my own

country, we have increased the overall budget allocation for research and

development from about 0.6 per cent in the 19508 to about 3 per cent in the late

efforts of the developing countries to adapt and internalize these new areas have

tfticro-eleetronics, super-eonduetivity, and robotics. Let me hasten to add that the

enablnd to participate in, and benefit from, the ongoing technological revolution.
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collaborative action in the field of science S'ld technology. I should like to

(Mr. Menon, India)
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We attach considerable importance to the question of financing for science and

In the same spirit of enhancing international co-operation, we have

in September this year. At that meeting the details of its programme of work,

infrastruCture have been complemented by investwents in human-resource development

was ~stab1ished with the objective of bringing the fruits of biotechnology to

impl'!mentation of the Vienna Programme of Action.

this is our own regular, though modest, contribution to the United Nations FUnd for

developing countries to devote greeter attention to endogenous capacity-building.

particularly the developed countries, to increase their contribution to the FUnd

regional level and in our 0'1'\ bilateral co-opera tion programmes. we are honoured

and to the system-wide activities in this area. This will help to ensure full

developing countries. The first meeting of the Governing Council of the Centre fOr

Action. Sizeable investments have. been made in establishing a network of research

foundation for co-operation among developing countries and will promote

AB/jl

funding lI'echaniam, and so on, were adopted. The Centre will provide a solid

Science and Technology of the non-aligned and other developing countries was held

Science and Technology for Development. we urge those in a posi tion to do so,

for science education in schools and universities. These investments in

by providing opportunities for training, retraining and upgrading of skills. Among

This is well above the target of 1 per cent proposed in the Vienna Programme of

ccmpeting demands for the allocation of resources, the area of 8cinnce and

participated actively, and often taken the lead, in multilateral activities at the

teChnology may sometimes suffer. More international assist~nce would have helped

centres, laboratories and institutions of excellence, apart from ext.ending support
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the Whole in the preparation of the international develop~ent strategy for the

fourth United Nations development decade.

(Mr. Menon, India)
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Mr. Pawlak (Poland), Vice-President, took the Chair.*

its eleventh session - namely, ~ays and mnans of ensuring the participation of

My delegation feels Btrongly that science and technology should be one of the

The question of faster transfer to developing countries of scientific and

developing countries in in terna tional co~peration for research on and development

India was privileged to host the meetings of the Advisory Committee on Science

reflected in the substantive theme chosen by the Intergovernmental Committee for

AE/jl

Committee and to exchange with them views on a wide range of scientific and

Committoe has adopted a d~cision encouraging the Advisory Committee to meet as far

technological questions. We are pleased to note that the Intergovernmental

requested to make a substantive contribution to the work of the Ad Roe Committee of

new international development strategy should contain specific objectives and

international assistance for the efforts of developing countries in this area. The

this area in the development of developing countries and the n~ed for continued

and Technology for Development in September 1988. This provided our own scientific

request the international community and the United Nations system to extend the

maximum possible assistance to the Centre .in its efforts.

major canponents of the international development strategy for the 19908. This

would signal the importance that the internatic,al community continues to attach to

stimulating interaction. We are pleased also that the Advisory Committee has been

technological know-how has acquired added importance in recent times. This is

community with an excellent opportunity to interact with the members of the

commitme~ts in this field agreed to by the international community••
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grounds of protecting intellectual-property rights, in their efforts to acquire

the Intergovernmental Committee for adoption by the General Asse~ly.

...

(Mr. Menon, India)
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and effort in this field of the developing and the developed world.

lend its support to this proposal, which exemplifies the commonality of commitment

In conclusion, my delegation would like to commend draft resolution 1 (X) of

It is regrettable that the international code of conduct for the transfer of

both developed and developing countries. I trust that the General Assembly will

technologies to the developing countries. R

prodUct, would be used to develop and acquire envircnmantally sound technologies

fund under the aegis of the United Nations. The fund, to which all comtries

Prime Minister, Mr. Rajiv Gandhi, in his address at the ninth summit of non~aligned

except the least developed would contribute a percentage of their gross national

absorb enviro~~ent-friendlytechnologies on at-cost, non-commercial and

and make them available to all. Such a mechanism would combine the global

preferential terms if we are determined to translate into action our ser ious

endeavour in this important area with the priorities, capabilities and needs of

technology has not yet heen finalized. However, the explos ion of awareness of the

envil'onuentally safe technologies. In fact, they should be enabled to aCQuire and

countries in Belgrade last month, proposed the establishment of a planet-protect1on

countries not be hindered, either by prohibi tive costs or by restrictions on the

AE/jl

environmental impact of technologies has made it imperative that developing

of environmentally somd technologies, and the rapid and effective transfer of such

commitment to environmental protection.
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therefore, to comment upon the contrast between the relevance of the objectives

Everybody knows that in none of our policies, national or European, of
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Mr. LEMERLE (France) (interpretation from French). I have the honour of

Community is therefore understandably keen that this tenth anniversary should lead

Conceptual mistakes seem to lS to explain setbacks that are likely to arise in

AE/jl

An analysis of the past 10 years reveals a contrast between the Umited
headway made since the Vienna meeting and the facts that have confirmed, sometimes

to a number of helpful changes of course. we feel that it is important to do more

assistance for deve10prnent is the scientific and technological dimension

pursued and the Umi ted natUE'e of the steps taken to date, before describing the

distribution of responsibilities between States or groups of States. I intend,

than simply dra~ up a balance sheet, particularly if the bottom line is to be a

technologies have failed to pan out. Transferable technologies are not Ubiquitous,

neglected. We would not know how to engage in specific activities concerned with

speaking on behalf of the European Comlll1nity and its member States.

in Quite striking fashion, the importance of our enterprise. The modest results

technological change, which to a large extent fails to behave as forecast, has
meant that expectations have often not been fulfilled. Some much-touted high

they are less common than had been thought.

co-operation without paying due attention to technological factors. The European

achieved should lead us to think about the mistakes that have marred our plans.

any excessively doctrinal endeavour in this field. The pace of scientific and
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point, which we consider to be critical.
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(Mr. Lemerle, France)

we are also aware of the practical mistakes made in the Vienna process, since

Apart from those mistakes, we should take into account new patterns of

branches of activity have demonstrated that relatively simple technologies can have

nUmber of countries have experienced broad-based scientific and technological

Mistakes have also been made in the definition of the North-South split. A

First, we must note that science is such an ever-present factor in development

Furthermore, the harmonization of the guidelines for action throughout the

development, while others have considerable expertise. South-South co-operation

material resources to activities aelected in the light of criteria they should not

dialogue between the organizations concerned.

Secondly, in our view, another error relates to the choice between supply and

JB/23

can and should be deve_oped, particularly in that area.

be using. The Secretary-General's report of 7 July this year emphasized that

system are a sine gua non for consistent implementation. It presupposes better

development illustrate that the take-off of a number of countries in the d.eveloping

that it simply cannot be managed by a single, specialized organizatic 1.

progressive and endogenous - the theory of qualitative leaps notwithstanding.

very significan.t spin-offs. We thus see the limits of the apprcnch that holds that

world has gone hand in hand with the integration in those countries of new

strategies lead to a diversion of the developing countries' limited human and

modernization 11lI~~ be' achieved by the rapid integration of discoveries made

possible b¥ technology transfers. Economic facts tell us that process is

demand in the field of scientific and technological co-operation. Some supply

they were discussed at the last two sessions of the Intergovernmental Committee.

development as well as avenues explored since 1979. The new patterns of
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technologies, together with a sustained rate of scientific investuent. In that

endogeftCUs evolution, the dissell1nation of information, the quality of the labour

force, Md inveataent strategies are features comlla\ to suc:cessfl;l experiuents.

The intuition In Vienna concerning the concept of endogenous development was

The ,liver.ity of the avenues opened up 10 years ago is another contribution by

the Vienna Oonfer~nce. There can be no doubt that certain practical results should

b4! credited to the prevailing spirit of the decade. The Unitlt,] Nations Centre did

tJMt preparatory research that made this possible. The prohl<i\·ms of defining its

role, the focus of its activities, and its relations with the system.are real and

have been repeatedly discussed. But it is only fair to recall today the thinking

that was ttigg8red by the Centre and its pub1ication activities. At the last

•••• ton of the Interqovernllltntal Committee we were able to evaluate the scope of

the reort.ntation that started several years ago and should continue, particularly,

in our view, throu9h _Icing the body an expert committee.

The 9fouing awareness by those principally concerned with the scientific and

technological dtllens10n of their development problems could be the Vienna

COnference's MOat positive contribution. The least developed countries must also

I alao note that in re~eading the report of the Vienna Conference one feels

that Idnyof the actu,ns it recollmended have been undertaken spontaneously. To

MnUon only the Clse of the States in the European COlllllun! ty, I would recall the

eeceptance of aany students from developed countries in our training and research

centre.. .s vell as co~peration hetween the cent~es and their equivalents in the

SOUth. Out developlllent assistance pl'Ograll1lta8 also emphasize the improvement of

end0genous capacities.
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At the same the, the activi ties of many bodies in the United Nations system,
and those of regional and non-governmental organizations, have helped to strengthen
an awareness of the scientific and technological dimension of development. Unlike
those who fp-el they have heen ploughing the sea, the 12 States members of the
European Community prefer to take note of the positive developments of the past
10 years and draw from th~~ a picture of the future. Indeed it is with our views
on the future that I shall conclude my statement.

Many of the guidelines we are recommending flOll from the lessons we have
learned from the recent past. We believe that the Vienna initiative deserves to be
pursued, but not without an effort to be pragmatic and to ensure Clarity.

The SUbsidiary nature of United Ra tions activi ties is in our view the primary
principle, if respected, it should guarantee the consistency that has been lacking
so far. Subsidiary, of course, does not mean secondary. The United Nations centre
can play a useful co-ordinating role, particularly in preventing the duplication of
activities - and, of course, not creating new activities out of a misplaced sense
of zeal.

That co-ordiD~ting role can usefully supplement the Centre's work in

pUhlicizing the issues - t:1ork whose results we appreciate, as I have already said.
The first beneficiaries will be the developing qountries if the Centre acts as
their adviser in response to their requests. It cm direct them to appropriate
specialized agencies, rather than taking charge itself of reauested tasks that
could further burden its work-load.

~gether with that side of the activities of the Centre - as the consci~nce of
the system - those of the epecialized agencies are also particularly Import~t in
many areas. Their effectiveness could be enhanced if they were harmonized with the
principles whose formulation will have to be one of the first activities carried
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a subject of concern for us.

(!!£. Le_rle, France)
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A more precise definition of the sciences and technologies concerned is the

-18/23

We believe that the second area requiring urgent review is the clarification

the quality of the work"-£orce, the adaptability to technological change, ~d the

based excessively on theory. The egperience of the newly industrialized countries

highlights the parameterS! of so'"'Called endogenous capacity, which is enbodied in

number of areas of specialization in inherently more accessible areas are

Indeed, the diversity of technologies in various countries militates against

discussion and framing of those principles.

sensible. They appear to be geared to the least ~eveloped countries, which must be

endogenous factor, the documents we have received seem to reflect a state of mind

that the real needs of each developing country should be the overriding criterion.

oversimplification. Suggestions in recent United Nations reports for a limited

other area reauiring clarification. The experiences of the recent past suggest

of the notion of science md technology for development. Wi th resped: to the

()Ut in the years ahead. The centre seems to be the mast appropriate forum for the
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pronounced role for these matters in the United Nations system.

shall limit ourselves to referring to the discussions that have taken place

(Mr. Lemerle, France)
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the Advisory Committee should be utilized to an even higher degree. In our view,

Science and Technology for Development is meeting only once every two years, the

inputs of high professional value. How, that the Intergovernmental Committee on

The Advisory Committee, which meets at expert level, has been able to produce

importance of the Advisory eo_! ttee has become even grea ter. The competence of

In conclusion, I reaffirm the willingness of the Comnunity and its member

fields. We look forward to participating in the ~llow-up to these discussions

recently about the restructuring of the United Nations in the economic and social

negotiations, was the extensive Programne of Action. Moet important of all, in our

Various opinions prevail on the issue of how within the United Nations system

Mr. SVAR'l'BERG (Sweden) I I have the honour to speak on behalf of four

matters related to science and technf.)],ogy for aevelopIMnt should be handled. We

The Vienna Conference was one of many international conferences to take place

during the 1970s on global issues and with an emphasis on the problems of

should aim at a better use of science and technology for development and a more

of science and technology. Every change in organization or ways of implementation

thoee who desire assistance in using science and technology for their dev21opmant.

Nordic countries - Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden.

developing countries. The outcome of the Conference, after long and difficult

opinion, was the fact that science and technology were ensured a more central role

States to continue and develop their long-standing co~peration in supporting all

MLT/Ck

"i th a view to improving the organiza tion of ',,"ni ted Na tions activi ties in the field
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special needs.

Action we have the following comments.

(Mr. Svartberg, Sweden)
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~e9arding further aspects of the implementation of the Vienna Programme of

technological components and it seel18 1eg1 timate to ask whether a separate fund for

in developing countries, particularly the least developed ones. The Centre should

However, the Fund is not the only source of finance ~r technology-related

Nations Fund for Science and Technology for Development. Here the Centre, with its

develop a strategy for development and transfer of technology which can meet their

intensify its efforts to reach those countries, especially in Africa, and try to

the decisions of the Intergovernmental Committee. 'lbgether with the Advisory

United Nations involvement should be given priority~ Another tasle might be to

provide feedback to the Centre for Science and Technology for Development regarding

importance in this context is the relationship between the centre and the United

Collllli ttee and the United Nations Fund for SCience and Technology for Development,

The Centre has a great responsibility to" give substance, within its limits, to

its activities, bearing in mind the non-political character of the Advisory

the Centre also represents continuity within the United Nations in the area of

Nations activities within the area of science and technology. Of special

it could, for example, be aSked to identify issues or matters on which future

MLT/ck

contributions to the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) in its activi ties

science and technology. The demands are high on priorities. The Intergovernmental

science and· technology is really needed.

Committee has entrusted the centre with important tasks of harmonization of United

canpetence anc:' perspective, has an important role to play in making valuable

activities. Indeed, a major part of UNDP-financed activities have important
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and the limited resources available necessitate a continuous effort towards

Vienna Programme of Action. Often the activities have been launched from
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elements of the Vienna PfOgramme of Action.

We have the following brief cotmlents to make regarding some of the main

for which the Unl ted Nations system is most suitable.

rela tively modest bases, when seen in rela tion to the high demands with which the

Given the wide and constantly increasing range of different technologies, no

(Mr. Svartberg, Sweden)

It Is true that the results achieved during the 10 years since the Vienna

United Nations system has been faced. We believe that it is important to bear in
mind that international support for science and technology, bilateral as well as
multilateral, cannot be expected to play more than a catalytic role in support of

Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO), the United Nations Educational,

a fraction of currently available technologies. The large number of active agents

even if they have not always correspmded exactly to what was foreseen in the

Trade and Development (UNCTAD), among others. Great efforts have been undertaken,

Organization of the United Nations (FAO). and the World Health Organiza tion (WHO)

many areas, for instance, agriculture and health, where the ~d and Agriculture

Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) and the United Nations Conference on

have made considerable contributions. other United Nations organizations that

single institution, however richly endowed, can cover in a meaningful way more than

Conference fall far below the goals set in the Prograllllle. Important progress has,

MLT/ck

efforts which appear promising.

however, been IIl!lde in the development, transfer and applica tion of technolog iea in

carry out significant activi ties in science and technology are the Uni ted Na tions
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In the area of lnfomatlon, the Intergovernllfintal Co_ittee took initiatives

~ onable the United Nation~ to ..ke the best possible contribution,
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proposed in the draft resolution.

inter alia, oee_ to be of particular relevance in the pfoJllOtion of entbgenous

inter-agency misslona to individuai countries.

(Mr. Svartberq, SWeden)

we welcoaa the draft resolutions agreed upon by the Intergovern_n.tal

that the goals and objectives set IMy be achieved.

They also stre•• that efforts alr~ady undertaken by the United Nations syatea

CO..ittee es set out In its report (A/tt/]7). They highlight, a~ng other things,

_t be strengthened. We beUeve that vork ini tiated within the centre should be

the importance of international. co-operat1on to foeter encbgonoUB capacity-building

in developing countries.

capacity-bullding. We therefore very IllUch welco. the follow-up and i.provements

clearly indicated in one of the draft resolutions before us. COntinuous follow-up

within the system must be furt~er enhanced. The appropriate ways of doing this are

co-ordination and harmnization between governing bodies of the organizations

of the prcgra... and activities of the United Nations system Is needed in. order

at an early stage designed to provide countries with a better basis for considering

continued, drawing upon the experierlce gained froll national policy dialogue and

MLT/ck
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end.

issues.

development It

(Mr. Svartberg, SWeden)
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the situation of the developing countries has actually deteriorated as compared

that in spite of the dra_tic technological progress achieved during this decade

In spite of the obstacles the international co_unity has faced in the current
decade, the ill8ue of science and technology for ~velopmerit is firmly inscribed in

Ten years after the Vienna Conference this discussion provides us with a good

Mr. de ALENCAR (Brazil). The tenth anniversary of the adoption of the

role to these luues in their future worlc and in their debates on development

Before eonclucUng, I wish to aM that the Nordic countries firlll1y believe th!:t

'!'he Qlited Natione and its various agencies, therefore, must always give a key

issu.s related to eeienee and technology are of the highest relevance and

Brazil is proud of having played an active role in the United Nations

the agenda of the United Nations as cl fundamental dimension in the proftDtion of

i_portance for develop_nc in the tbird world. The struggle for improved

Vienna P~gra... of Action is of particular'significance for the United Natians.

only through its deleg~tion's contribution to the debates and the final result, but

Arabaseedor Joao Frank da Costa, who acted as Secretary-General of the Conference

Conference on Scienat and Technology for Development g held in Vienna, in 1979, not

understanding of the reasons !Or poverty and environaental degradation must never

MM/edel

with 1979. The econOMic and financial crisis that hit the developing countries in

and to whose ..~~ ~ delegation pays a special tribute tOday.

principles and objectives of the Vienna Programme of Action. It is regrettable

also through the work of one of its 1IIOBt distinguished diplomats, the late

opportunity to reaf/arD the COIIUft1tllent of the international com11l1nity to the
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to their development.

collpliance with the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (Gl\TT) rules concerning

The current concern for the protection of the environment reinforces the

(Mr. de Alencar, Brazil)
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Aasembly devoted to international economic co-operation, in particular the
revitalization of economic growth and development of the deVeloping countries,

Nations development decade and the convening of the special session of the General

The launching of the international development strategy for the fourth United

and of the mafginal1zation of the economies of the developing countries.

Furthermore, un~er the pretext of preserving international security, barrie~s are

It is distressing that the expectations raised in the wake of the 1979 Vienna

technological capabilities and to establish their own high-tech industries in

raised to prevent access by developing countries to technologies that are essential

It is ironical that efforts I18de by developing countries to develop their own

the 1980s hu had a tremendous nega tive impact on the amount of investment in these

Conference have given way to the realization that technological innova tion is a

ensuring access by these countries to clean technologieso

pl'1nciples and objectives of the Vienna Programme of Action. The success of any

endogenous sci~ntific and technological capacities in developing countries and on

·infant industries· are often hampered by unilateral measures adopted by some
developed countries which are contrary to those universally agreed rules.

strategy for the protection of the environment will depend on the existence of

critical dimension both of the integration of the markets of developed countries

developing countries.

MII/ecJd

cou~tries to support scientific resea~ch and technological development. The

offer a unique opportunity to strengthen the role of the United Nations in the

economie crisis has indeed widened the technological gap between developed and
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(Mr. de Alencar, Brazil)

attainment of the targets we all agreed upon 10 years ago. The Intergovernmental

Committee and the Centre for SCience and Technolcqy for Development need,

therefore~ to be strengthened and supported to assist us in carrying out these

tasks, pursuant to the commitments undertaken in 1979 by all Mell'ber States.

My delegation believes that the impact of scientific and technological

developments and the complexity of co-o~ration in the field of science and

technology for development deserve a prominent place in discussions within the

United Nations.

At its last s~ssion, the Intergovernmental Committee for SCience and

Technology for Development carried out an end-of-decade review of the Vienna

Programme of Action. At that time the Committee decided by consensus to recommend

to the General Assembly the adoption of a draft resolution on that matter. My

delegation supports the text agreed upon at that time and hopes that the General

Assembly will approve it without a vote.

As I conclude this statement I wish to reaf.firm the validity of the Vienna

Programme of Action. The international asymmetries are today more evident and even

more disturbing than they were 10 years ago. This makes the fulfilment of the

principles and attainment of the objectives of the Vienna Programme of Action even

more imperative in our Quest for a brighter future for mankind.

'l'he PRESIDENT: The Assembly will now take a decision on the five draft

resolutions 1 (X) A to E reconmended for adoption by the Intergovernmental COlM\ittee

on Science and Technology for Development in paragraph 3 of its report (A/44/37).

May I take it that the ~~semhly decides to adopt the draft resolutions?

Draf!;. resolutions l(X) A to E were aoopted (resolution 44/14 A-E).

The meeting rose at 7.10 p.m.
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